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Jim Hightower continues to sweep the nation:

Jim Hightower, America's Most Popular Populist,

Now heard on over 145 stations, Hightower

gives listeners astraight-from-the- heartland view.

Radio brings compelling and exhilarating

Join the phenomenon sweeping America --

dialogue to weekend talk radio.

jump on the bandwagon with Jim Hightower.
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Call Amy Bolton for more information: 214-776-4628.
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Above the information superhighway, the Radio Data

automatically alerted to traffic and emergency conditions. Your clock

System ( MS), or Smart Radio, brings you new information

is always set correctly. Your Smart Radio will even

through asilent digital channel broadcast alongside FM

stronger signal broadcasting the same program. Elevate your radio

stereo. You see the name of the station you're tuned to. You see song

experience. Visit your Denon dealer and

titles and artists' names. You seek programs by their format. You're

see Smart Radio today.

Fe tune

to a

DENON
the F,rel Name on Digital 'lodge

PUBLISHER'S NOTES

How To Celebrate Your
75th Birthday

I discovered during arecent call to the
Association of National Advertisers that
they were aware of many upcoming
events for TV's 50th anniversary, but had
no idea that this year marked Radio's
75th anniversary. As an industry we need
to take every opportunity to raise worldwide awareness of Radio. So Ihereby
declare this the beginning of celebration
season! From now through the end of
1995 each of us needs to make aBIG deal
about Radio being 75 ( born Nov. 2, 1920).
Here's how Radio Ink will make sure this
special occasion is noticed:
1. Radio Ink will publish aspecial commemorative issue to celebrate Radio within
the industry. This collector's edition will
cover Radio from an industry perspective.
2. I
am writing the biggest book ever
published on Radio, "Blast from the Past,
apictorial history of Radio's first 75 years."
It will be a 300- page coffee-table gift
book, containing more than 500 historic
photos covering Radio from the '20s
through the '90s. It will be out in August.
3. I'm asking all stations to create
and air their own Radio spots to promote
Radio's 75th anniversary and make people
aware of Radio. No begging for advertising ... just awareness spots in your
station's own style and format.
4. For the best spots produced by
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local stations, Radio Ink will award the
first place winning station atable for 8
(value $2400) at the big Radio Hall of
Fame 75th anniversary weekend celebration October 27-29. There will also be
prizes for Major Market, Large Market,
Medium Market and Small Market categories. Plus, the winning spots will be
pressed on to aspecial Radio Ink Compact
Disc and distributed to all of our subscribers so you can pick the ones you like
and air them. ( Details to follow).
5. The top Radio producers in
America will be contracted to also provide spots to celebrate Radio's 75th. Dick
Orkin's Radio Ranch in Los Angeles is
the first signed. Others will follow. We'll
include them on the CD for you to air on
your stations.
6. We have been working with others in the industry, and with amajor TV
production company, to develop aonehour network television special celebrating Radio's 75th. It's being presented to a
major TV network soon, and if accepted,
could mean more exposure for Radio. If it
occurs, Iencourage all stations to promote it, showing Radio's power. If we can
force this program into the top- rated TV
slot, Radio will look great! Promotion
spots for the show ( if it's signed) will be
included on the CD.
7. We have contracted with amint
to create aspecial commemorative coin
to celebrate Radio's 75th. A portion of
the net proceeds will be donated to The
Radio Hall of Fame on behalf of Radio Ink.
These coins will be collector's items.
8. We are working with an industry
supplier to create an air check of Radio's
first 75 years. This will also be on the
CD. We're also working on creating a
special 75th anniversary bumper sticker
which will be stuffed in the commemorative issue and be made available to stations.
9. The Radio Hall of Fame has created an official Radio's 75th logo. Since
they've done so much to make this anniversary special, Ibelieve this should be
the industry's official logo. We'll make

logo slicks available to you in the Radio
Ink Radio's 75th anniversary issue so you
can use them on all of your correspondence and promotional materials for the
rest of 1995.
10. The Radio Hall of Fame is holding aspecial 75th star-studded celebration in October in Chicago. They have
been out in front on this celebration and
will be a focal point thanks to Bruce
DuMont, president of the Museum of
Broadcast Communications. "
Radio's
75th Anniversary Weekend" will include
atwo-hour live Radio broadcast of the
Radio Hall of Fame induction ceremony
on October 29 hosted by Tom Snyder,
Tom Joyner and Susan Stamberg, and
featuring Rush Limbaugh, Paul Harvey,
Larry King, Gary Owens, Vin Scully,
and more. Plus there will be aRock 'n'
Roll Radio Reunion on Saturday night,
October 28, featuring Dick Clark, Dick
Biondi, Casey Kasem, Cousin Brucie,
Wolfman Jack, and others. Radio Ink would
like you to buy tickets, fly to Chicago, and
take an advertiser as your guest. Tickets
will sell fast. Call 800-860-9559. You can
also air the two-hour broadcast. WGN,
WBBM, WRKO, WABC and others have
already agreed.
11. We will run anniversary ideas
your station can use, along with updates
in future issues of Radio Ink. The rest is up
to you! We encourage RAB, NAB, local
and state broadcast groups and all stations to get involved.
Radio's first and only opportunity to
celebrate our 75th birthday should be
huge, showing our pride in Radio. Please
make Radio's 75th a big deal in your
community by creating special Radio
promotions, advertiser seminars, programs, mall displays, packages, etc. If
you let us know, we'll publicize your
events. Radio is 75 and we're proud of it!
Let's show the world that we can throw
one tremendous celebration
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You tried TV and outdoor, spent abundle and your share didn't move.
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Then you started reaching people where Arbitron® & AccuRatings' reach
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their prospects; in the mailbox and on the phone. Reaching the people who
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count versus counting the people you reach makes the difference.
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It happened because you refined your product and you forged arelationship
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with Broadcast Direct.

TODAY'S WINNERS SPELL RESULTS - BDM!!

BROADCAST
DIRECT
DIRECT MAIL • TELEMARKETING • DATABASE • MEDIA PLACEMENT • CREATIVE SERVICES
CUSTOM PUBLISHING • CASSETTEPAK" CASSETTE MAILERS • SMART TARGETS' AUDIENCE PROFILING

MIAMI 305-858-9524 • CHICAGO 708-382-5525 • LOS ANGELES 818-782-9524
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The Power Studio From Roland

The new DM-800 provides power, speed, portability and reliability like no other system available.
Powe rEight discrete tracks with 100 layers per track.

12 channel automated mixing and EQ. lime compression
and pitch correction. Nondestructive, full featured editing.
Sub-frame accurate SMPTE sync. Optional ADAT, DA88
or RS-422 interface.

Speed The DM-800 is easy, fast and quick to learn, using
powerful hardware controls with tape recorder style punch in
and out. No computer required.

MIDI Supped The DM-800 supports MMC, MTC and
dynamic functions like tempo mapping, bar and beat editing,

control of external sequencers and trigger mode for instant
phrase playback.

Portability All the features and functions you need are
contained in asingle 12 pound unit. You can literally grab it
and take it with you. Uses internal and external SCSI drives.
View any level of information on the built-in LCD or plug the
DM-800 directly into your video monitor.
Reliability The DM-800 is acompletely dedicated piece
of hardware with Roland's renowned reliability.
Price Incredible Power. Incredible Price. $5995.

Call today for your free brochure and video.
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Roland Corporation U.S. 7200 Dominion Circle Los Angeles, CA 90040 (213)685-5141 Ext. 756 Fax ( 213)726-3267
Roland Canada Music Ltd. 5480 Parkwood Way Richmond, B.C. V6V 2M4 ( 604)270-6626 Fax (604)270-7174
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PEOPLE IN INK'
The 1995 Country Radio Seminar
in Nashville was crammed full o' Country. 1) Donning their hats and boots,
performers of the CRS New Faces Show
entertained and struck a pose with
host/comedian Jeff Foxworthy (
4th from
left in front). 2) Foxworthy also took a
moment to share ajoke with some of
the members of new group Western
Flyer. 3) Bringing his own crowd was
ABC's MOBY who did his show live
from Opryland's Pickin' Parlor. With
MOBY were 1-r: sidekick Deborah
Richards, singer Hal Ketchum, ABC's
Mark Edwards, WKHX-FM Atlanta's
Johnny Gray and singer Terry McBride.
4) McBride also showed up at the Artist
Radio Taping Session where he was
interviewed by Brian Norton of Jones
Satellite Network. 5) Another famous
McBride, Martina (
2nd from left), kicked
off the week at Westwood One's "Acoustic Country." Hanging out with Martina
l- rwere Westwood's Ed Salamon, WSMFM Nashville's Cathy Martindale, RCA
Records'
Tommy
Daniel and
Westwood's Pam Green. 6) And posing
at the President's Forum: Marketing in
the Year 2000 were l- rCRB's Robin
James and Lynn Kite, Infinity's Mel
Karmazin, panel moderator Erica Farber,
singer Wynonna Judd, Tower Records'
Russ Solomon and WB-Reprise/
Nashville's Jim Ed Norman.
Having fun of another kind were
the kids who made it to the launch
party at Manhattan's Wondercamp for
Radio AAHS' new magazine and music
service. 7) Standing with Radio AAHS'
mascot AAHSIETM was VP of Fun Jimmy
Freeman and a young fan. 8) Jimmy
also took the mike during agroup wave
with some kids (and one grown up kid)
at the party. 9) Taking abreather were
two Radio AAHS fans who checked out
the new mag. w) And proudly wearing
their Radio AAHS T-shirts were 1-r
Zhildren's Broadcasting Corp's (CBC)
R. David Ridgeway, Warner Music
Enterprise's Larry Lieberman, CBC's Jim
Gilbertson, Doublespace/Radio AAHS
Magazine's Jane Kosstrin-Yurick and
Jimmy's mom, Carol Freeman. Oh, and
if you look real hard you can make out
igs Bunny in there.
— Shawn Deena
SEND YOUR "PEOPLE IN INK" PHOTOS
to: Shawn Deena, 224 Datura Street •
7th Floor, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
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READER LETTERS
I'd Like To Thank ...

my market
began selling corporate IDs.
Corporate IDs turned into
IDs with slug lines. IDs with
slug lines turned into 10- sec% ond live reads. Then, 10- second
"‘ live reads turned into 15- second
reads, which included the sponsor sell
line, plus the phone number. In 1995, I
expect to hear live 30 second spots on
this "noncommercial" station.
mercial station in

Now that many people
have called and written to
express their comments
about the Radio Ink Radio
Wayne Awards ;it is obvious that P
à„
Radio Ink has indeed endeared itself r
to the Radio community.
You are congratulated for developing aformat for recognizing those of us
in the industry for our work. Please accept my heartfelt thanks for not only the
award ... which is significant, but for
continuing your work in giving us all
some form of measurement to register
our efforts.
Frankly, the nomination was sufficient distinction, but Iam deeply honored to receive the Radio Wayne award
because of whom it represents
H.Roger Dodson, VP/Training
RAB
Dallas, TX

Much Ado About PBS
Your item supporting PBS lian. 16,
1995] surprised me. A public, noncom-

Amy Waggoner, GSM
KQRS-AM/FM & KEGE-FM
Minneapolis, MN

In response to your Jan. 16 editorial
on PBS and CPB (" What if Newt Nukes
PBS?"), Ithink you'll find disagreement
among the broadcast ranks. Newt
Gingrich's proposal may not be so bad.
Contrary to your suggestion, important public interest programming will not
be sacrificed. As an example, Michigan
Gov. John Engler's 1/17/95 State of theState address was carried live in central
Michigan by two PBS stations and three
other stations ( 25,000- watt Gladwin com-
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For what it is worth, you have my full
support. It would be anational tragedy to
lose the treasure that is public Radio.
Newt's nuking of CPB/PBS would
also count Native American Radio among
its kill. What ashame, since these unique
stations serve to preserve the language
and culture of the nation's first inhabitants — amuch- maligned group if ever
there was one.
As is theirs, yours is anoble effort.
Michael C. Keith

.BA NK

MERICAN EXPRESS BANK INTERNATIONAL ). P.Morgan

anute

,Bank

mercial station WGDN-FM, commercial
news/talk station, WSGW-AM Saginaw,
and Midland's 100,000-watt religious, noncommercial WUGN-FM). Believe it or
not, there are stations that believe in serving their communities.
Scan the cable channels and you'll
find diversity and some quality educational programs. The quality PBS- type
educational and news- oriented programs
will find ahome. In keeping with the law
of supply and demand, low- rated programs should be eliminated. If the federal government would eliminate taxsupported competition, you would have
healthier free-market stations, enabling
broadcasters to invest more in serving
their communities. With the increasing
pressures of additional broadcast competition, coupled with added government
fees, Iam sure that most in the broadcast
industry would agree that the government
does not need to be in the business of
taxing the public to compete with the
private sector for viewers or listenership.
Sell the public stations to the private
sector, or require 100 percent of PBS
operational revenue to be gained through
private donations. That will force local
PBS affiliates to offer programming that
will truly stand the test of public interest,
and Newt's goal will be met, as well.
Steve Coston
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ADDRESS ALL LETTERS TO
Reader Letters, c/o Radio Ink, 224 Datura
Street •

7th Floor, West Palm Beach, FL

33401. Or fax to 407-655-6134. Each letter
should include your full name, address
and telephone number, and may be edited
for clarity or space.
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NEWS

Foreign Ownership
To Be Feared or Revered?
by Michael H. Bader

IM

ention Rupert Murdoch's name
in Washington and the specter
of alien ownership jumps out
immediately. Murdoch is aUnited States
citizen, so the knee-jerk reaction is
wrong. But what of foreign reaction to a
United States citizen owning a local
station, say in Marseilles, Ottawa or
Beijing? How do they feel about us?
OK it seems in Australia where Clear
Channel announced recently that it will
own and operate a batch of Australian
stations. It will own two in Sydney, two
in Melbourne, one in Brisbane, one in
Canberra, the nation's capital, plus a
string of others in regional centers. It
will also own Australia's largest rep firm.
Apparently the Australians don't
fear alien influences over their airwaves
as the Americans do over U.S. facilities.
United States policy has been uniformly
against any alien domination of American airwaves since the enactment of the
Communications Act in 1934, and in
earlier times, too. The reasoning for the
United States ban on alien control is
purely and simply fear that the public
will be badly influenced by aliens.
The Australian situation is phenomenal. Most other nations will not allow
foreign control of their broadcast sta-ions. Most share the United States' fear
of alien influences. Some are a little
lenient — Canada, for instance, will permit 20 percent alien ownership, or
33-1/3 percent oía parent of the licensee
(t -lis seems to track the United States
cl ) sely, our limits being 20 percent of
the licensee or 25 percent of aparent).
Mexico, on the other hand, is absolutely
opposed to any alien ownership. Switzerland proclaims apolicy allowing ownersiip by anyone, including aliens, but
the grant of a " concession" is adifficult
process for anyone. There are reports of
U.S. ownership of varying degrees of
former U.S.S.R. stations. There is no
clear picture of widespread foreign ownership of stations, however. Hong Kong
has allowed some U.S. ownership for
years but the Peoples Republic of China
is ada mant against foreign ownership.
But what of the future? Will international initiatives allow outright U.S. citizen ownership of foreign stations? The
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answer seems to be controlled by our
own policies.
The United States is legislating and
negotiating in favor of globalism, of
multinational companies, and of the
broadest intertwining of economic and
monetary interests. NAFTA, the peso
bailout, any number of U.N. initiatives,
and ahost of other governmental moves
prove that this nation is embarked on a
policy change, so the question is naturally posed by United States Radio licensees, How about us? Will the U.S.
"lighten up" so that foreign nations will
allow aUnited States company or citizen
to own and operate stations in Serbia or
Colombia? How much? How controlled?
How financed?
The United States government and
United States businesses hint at the
answers: We are moving to a policy of
accommodation that may help.

The U.S. government answer is a
typical one today ... let's study it. The
FCC has initiated aproceeding to examine how foreign interests can acquire
greater interests in United States stations and telecommunications facilities.
Initially, the main concern is the telephone/satellite/non broadcast arena.
There, foreign companies have long
been allowed their 20 percent or 25
percent United States investments. MCI,
for instance, sold 20 percent of its stock
to British Telecommunications last year.
Sprint is trying to cut asimilar deal with
German and French telecommunications
companies. Other deals are in the making with oriental companies and/or administrations.
The FCC is studying " the best way to
regulate foreign access to the U.S. communications market in order to promote
12
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global competition." It is moving cautiously and is clearly pointing to an
overriding policy of reciprocity ... you let
us in, we let you in. That's about what
the United States demanded of Great
Britain in the MCI matter, and it's what
is holding up approval of the Sprint/
German- French deal.
What are the prospects for Radio,
putting aside the mega deals for the
telephone companies? Not immediately
good, it would seem, since the Administration has gone to Congress with the
following strongly worded statement:
"We would not ... move to lift the
restriction with respect to broadcasting
at this time. The Administration believes
that we should not be too hasty in lifting
restrictions on the amount of foreign
influence over, or control of, broadcast
licensees due to the editorial discretion
of broadcasters over the content of
the transmissions."
That's the view of the NTIA head,
Larry Irving (
he's Assistant Secretary
of Commerce.)
The Chairman of the FCC tracks the
NTIA position, and adds that a little
allowance ought to be given for aliens

who want to perform satellite
newsgathering functions for their overseas nations. That deserves some liberalization, in the view of FCC Chairman
Reed Hundt.
Vice President Al Gore, however,
could be read as favoring a broader
approach. He told the G-7 conference in
Brussels last month that " we have come
to a point where protection is counterproductive," but he was mainly speaking of economic protection. The vice
president stressed the reciprocity theme.
But he did not, according to published
reports, say no to Radio or television
ownership liberalization.
So, just how valid is our national
concern over aliens controlling the editorial content of our Radio or TV stations?We seem to have amodest amount
of foreign material on the air now. It
comes in unlimited amounts from border stations. True, much of it is in
Spanish or French, but a considerable
amount is in English. We collect information and program matter abroad, and
our neighbors throughout the world
collect it from us. We have such interesting anomalies as the free flow of CNN
from Iraq and the availability of more
and more information to our overseas

In Today's
Media Jungle,
You Can't Afford
Not To Change.

Neil Sargent Named
TM Century President/CEO

I

nthe fast-paced world of media, you have
to keep improving just to keep up.
You ought to expect the same from your
collection service.
At Szabo Associates. we're improving as you
improve. As the first and largest media collection
firm, were providing more specialized service
than ever. We've created separate divisions
dedicated to each individual medium. No one
else focuses so sharply on your individual needs.
Titis know-how helps us offer value-added
services you won't find anywhere else. Szabo
clients have free use of the world's best database
Subo Associates, Inc.

news bureaus in what once were hooded
studios in Moscow or elsewhere behind
the Iron Curtain.
Supposedly the Australian experience will do much to defuse our national
concern about alien influences over
editorial content. While not exactly the
best place to test the matter, Australia is
aforeign nation and it does have its own
culture, laws, politics, trade practices
and other characteristics to project
abroad. And we have our share. So, let
us say that Lowry Mays persuades the
new Australian Clear Channel stations
staffs to " talk American," to propagandize, to influence that nation, one may
end up saying, " So what, mate? ... we
can handle it."
Let us say that that happens. What's
wrong with a similar approach in this
country? Will it espouse communism or
Castroism or Catholicism? If it does,
so what?
Setting aside the validity of this
concern, what if the United States is
presented with a foreign policy which
does allow reciprocal U.S. entry into its
local stations ownership? Will the U.S.
then follow its indicated course of reciprocity and allow the foreign company
to buy a United States station?
Perhaps the Australian experience will
define our future course of action. It's a
first, and deserves close observation. Gi
Michael H. Bader is amember of the law
firm of Haley Bader & Potts P.L.C. in
Arlington, VA., specializing in telecommunications law. He is also abroadcast
station owner. He may be reached at
703-841-o6o6.

3355 Lenox Road. N E '5h Floor

on advertisers and agencies. an unequaled library
of media information, proprietary management
reports. international collection services, and
much more.
Since 1971, Szabo has helped more than
3,600 clients achieve faster, more substantial
settlements in every medium imaginable. Let us
help you. Send us details of a
past-due account, or call us for
more information. Because in
abusiness as tough as yours.
you need adifferent breed of
collection service.

szabo

Manta. Georgia 30325

Phone
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Neil Sargent, former senior vice president/affiliate sales of Westwood One
Radio Networks, is " coming home" to
TM Century as its new president and
CEO. Sargent had been senior vice
president of programming for TM Century prior to joining Westwood in 1988.
Marjorie McIntyre, chairman of TM Century, says, " We are delighted to have
obtained an executive of Neil's stature
and background. His network and syndication experience brings a national
overview that will aid him greatly as he
faces the challenges ahead of us. His
Radio station management background
gives him the ability to truly understand our customer's needs."
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$$$$$ Million Dollar Club' $$$$$
$60 M :WS CRAM/
WXRT FM CHICAGO; SELLER: DIAMOND BROADCASTING I
NC.; BUYER: GROUP W RADIO
I
NC.; BROKER: STAR M EDIA GROUP

CLOSED!

$17.5 M :KMP C-AM Los ANGELES; SELLER: GOLDEN W EST BROADCASTERS; BUYER: CAPITAL CITIES/ABC;
BROKER: CRISLER CAPITAL COMPANY
$8 M :KT CK-AM DALLAS; SELLER: CARDINAL COMMUNICATIONS; BUYER: SFX BROADCASTING
$6.6 M :WSP D-AM/WLQRFM TOLEDO, OH;SELLER: TOLEDO BROADCASTING I
NC.; BUYER: NOBLE
BROADCAST GROUP; BROKER: TED HEPBURN COMPANY
55 M :KK CJ-FM LIBERTY (KANSAS CITY), MO; SELLER: ARDMAN BROADCASTING; BUYER:
HERITAGE MEDIA CORP.
$14.32 M :WRAI AM/VV LDI-F M SAN J
UAN- BAYAMON, PUERTO RICO; SELLER: RADIO AEROPUERTO; BUYER:
PRIMEDIA BROADCAST GROUP; BROKER: MEDIA VENTURE PARTNERS
$3.5 M :KM UZFM CAMAS (PORTLAND, OR), WA ;SELLER: PACIFIC NORTHWEST BROADCASTING CORP.;
BUYER: APOGEE COMMUNICATIONS; BROKER: STAR M EDIA GROUP
$2.5 M :KRRI FM BOULDER CITY, NV ;SELLER: ROCK ' N'ROLL RADIO I
NC.; BUYER: AMERICAN GENERAL
MEDIA- NEVADA I
NC
$1.85 M :WCL I
AM/W NKI FM CORNING, NY ;SELLER: PRO RADIO I
NC.; BUYER: CORNING SABRECOM
I
NC.; BROKER: MEDIA SERVICES GROUP
$1.5 M :WRI O- FM PONCE, PUERTO RICO; SELLER: FAMILY BROADCASTING GROUP I
NC.; BUYER: ARSO RADIO
CORP.; BROKER: RUMBAUT & ASSOCIATES
$1.2 M :WLYZ FM GREER (GREENVILLE), SC; SELLER: GREER COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION; BUYER:
HMW COMMUNICATIONS I
NC.; BROKER: MEDIA SERVICES GROUP
$1.15 M :KH SLAM CHICO & KHSLFM PARADISE, CA;SELLER: GOLDEN EMPIRE BROADCASTING
COMPANY; BUYER: ALTA CALIFORNIA BROADCASTING I
NC.; BROKERS: EXLINE COMPANY AND
CRISLER CAPITAL COMPANY

KSOL(FM)/KYLZ(FM),
San Francisco- San JoseSanta Cruz, CA, from
Viacom Broadcasting, Bill
Figenshu, President to
Crescent Communications,
LP, Arthur Velasquez,
Allen Shaw and Bill Weller,
Principals for $ 16,000,000.
Charles E. Giddens
and
Elliot B. Evers
were brokers in
this transaction.

$1.1 M :KTRA FM FARMINGTON (FOUR CORNERS), NM ;SELLER: DEWEY RUNNELS; BUYER: RADIO
PROPERTIES I
NC.
$1 M :WHTO FM MUNCY (W ILLIAMSPORT), PA; SELLER: PRO MARKETING; BUYER: W ILLIAMSPORT
SABRE COM I
NC. BROKER: MEDIA SERVICES GROUP

or

ELLIOT B. EVERS
415-391-4877
....................................

What type of news are you
most interested in hearing :
Oil the Radio?
\ ete
:

GEORGE I. OTWELL
513-769-4477
BRIAN E. COBB
CHARLES E. GIDDENS
703-827-2727
RANDALL E. JEFFERY
RANDALL E. JEFFERY, JR.
407-295-2572
RADIO and TELEVISION
BROKERAGE • APPRAISALS

60
%
40

20

MEDIA VENTURE
PARTNERS
WASHINGTON, DC
ORLANDO • CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

\

Source: Radio Ink — The Research Group survey commissioned by Metro Networks
of 1000 persons 18 to 54, with o95% confidence level.
immummummummu mmummummiummailisammummar
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Appointments requested
at MVP's suite in the Las Vegas Hilton
during NAB.
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What do you expect to have on the
books before amonth starts?
And, what other tools do you use to make your month?

Beth Murphy, GSM • WSIX-FM/WYHY-FM • Nashville, TN

At WSIX, we have grown accustomed to entering nine months of the year at 100 percent of budget
with plenty of inventory to sell. At WYHY and in the other three months on WSIX, we need to go in
with at least 75 percent local and 80 percent national to hit budget. If we start amonth with less than
75 percent to 80 percent of our budget on the books, it is difficult to stimulate demand at that point by
lowering price. If amonth is off to aslow start, our best options are to use creative promotional tie-ins
selling an idea, creative copy with a "hook" good enough to bring about adecision, or to sell nonspot
promotions that don't utilize commercial inventory. Pacing eight weeks out is critical to us in knowing
whether we're approaching amonth with areasonable chance of going in where we need to be. We stimulate demand by pricing to
encourage early decisions, using goals for selling direct business to push demand and increase price as we approach the month. ei
Joe Borenstein, NSM • KYKN-AM/KSLM-FM • Salem, OR

We like to have 85 percent to 90 percent of our goal on the books by the first of the month, both
individually and as astation. Any less, and it's going to be difficult to reach goal. If we're behind, or
just to make goal, sometimes we contact advertisers who are not on the air and offer them aspecial onemonth schedule of "overstocks." This is basically our unsold air time that we'd rather get something for
than run aPSA or apromo.
We also try to focus in on any key trade shows or events in the area to get additional advertisers
involved. After the 10th of the month, we try to forget about the month we're in and move on to the
next one. Afew additional orders will trickle in for that month, but not enough to make amajor impact. It's important for asales staff
to not get caught up in something that's alost cause. Focus on the positive and move on after the 10th. à
Kathy Gonzales, GSM • KKBQ-AM/FM • Houston, TX

Ilike to be able to add an additional 25 percent more revenue within the month. That is not to
say Ilike to enter the month at 75 percent of budget ... Ilike to go into the month as close to budget
as possible, with inventory left to sell and those revenues going directly to the bottom line. Working
within the month, every month, trying to make budget will drive you crazy. It's like living paycheck
to paycheck. However, while dealing with the short term with the left hand, the right must continue
to deal with the long term. Setting up future months cannot be put aside ... ever. It's the only way to
get ahead, and actually be able to enter your months as you need to, not just as you want to. Planning ahead,
accurately monitoring pending business, understanding the market and its pacing, knowing what orders to say yes and noto, and most
important, saying no when necessary, are all helpful tools in assuring that you not only make your month, but your year. à
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO RESPOND TO A FORUM QUESTION, CALL SHAWN DEENA AT 407-655-8778

The Lund Consultants . . .
The Experts in Radio Programming
Format design, music, promotion, talent development...

Call John Lund today!
The Lund Consultants
to Broadcast Management, Inc.
415-692-7777
ADULT

CONTEMPORARY •

COUNTRY •

OLDIES •

70'S •

CLASSIC

ROCK •

CHR •

NEWS- TALK

Circle Reader Service # 112
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WEARE
DEDICATED TO
I!CREASIG NEW
DOLLARS FOR
COUNTRY RADIO!
At The lnterep Radio Store we strongly believe in Country Radio! And we back up our
belief with programs that generate revenue for our client stations.
Our involvement and innovations include:
• The Country Radio Format Network
• The Country Radio Broadcaster's Board
• Country Radio Format Specialists
Results
We brought in $7million of new radio advertising to Country Radio stations in 1994 and
are projecting even greater growth for 1995!

THE I
NTEREPARADIO S
TORE
Selling Today...himaiiing for Tomorrow

1-800-INTEREP
Circle Reader Service # 113

CASE STUDY

Ashow you're airing is making
questionable claims. What do you do?
Dwight Case

W

Catherine Moreau, GM • KHJJ-AM/KGMX-FM • Lancaster, CA

chave always made apractice ot prescreening guests and their books or products for any locally
produced talk shows. Skepticism seems to be agenetic attribute for any good news or talk Radio
person. Our PD, Andy Vierra, thrives on that trait. He trains the talk show producers how to
spot borderline potential guests. If they do get on, the host of the show is sure to add his or her own dose
of "buyer beware" skepticism. Whenever we are approached to sell half-hour or hour blocks of time, we
always insist on atape in advance before agreeing to take the client ( and they always seem to want to be
on the air that Saturday). .
Several years ago we were approached several times about paid programming concerning the lotteries to get into the wireless
syndicate. We were uncomfortable with that and decided to stay away from it. On the other hand, we welcome all opportunities
and approach them with an open mind. Overall, our disclaimers provide protection to the station, but we will always question
those things we feel are irresponsible and not allow them to air. Radio has great opportunities with infomercials, yet we reserve
the right to pick and choose. à
Sue Bahner, Station Manager • WDCW-AM • Syracuse, NY

A

station's responsibility is to serve its listeners well, and to abide by established guidelines for
advertising. To that end, upon the first inkling of doubt about the appropriateness of the advertising,
Iwould contact the program's host to determine the veracity of the claims. Inasmuch as the station
would also be potentially liable for the false information being furnished, clarification would be the first step
... and if the ensuing information indicates that there is need for concern, it would seem logical to ask the
client to re- word the ad, and explain the reason for the request.
The station's adherence to truth in advertising far outweighs the potential of an advertiser who
perceives the station as censoring. It is our responsibility to guard against false information being presented to our listeners. The
trust factor that is built up between station and listener should be guarded at all costs. In alitigious society such as we have today,
one needs to be extremely careful about the claims being made for products advertised on the station.
Cancellation of acontract should be the appropriate action, if no solution is forthcoming from the advertiser regarding the
offensive ad. Sometimes, the problem occurs because the copywriter did not know the rules — and an explanation is all that is
needed to obtain compliance. e
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO RESPOND
to a Case Study scenario, call Shawn Deena at 407-655-8778

Radio's only full-service strategic marketing and research phone center.
Perceptual Market Studies • Duopoly Analysis • Format Search
Auditorium Music Tests • GeoDemographic Library Tests • Callout
Fax Response Telemarketing • Sales Studies • Focus Groups

MARKETING /RESEARCH
PARTNERS, Inc.

CALL 800-767-3533
Circle Reader Service # 114
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Everyone lcves Eventide digital audiologgers. They've thoroughly obsoleted

LESS

earlier segment ( or if the tape runs out).
When the tape resumes recording, the

old-fashioned reel-to-reel logging recorders. But for

content of the hard disk is transferred to tape,

some statiols, our 24- channel model VR240 is more

maintaining the completeness of the taped log.

than the budget can handle. And many stations will

Two-way compatibility

never need to record up to 24 channels.

There's also a play- only model, the VP204, which is

500 hours, half the price

ideal for the GM's or PD's desk or for the group's main

The Eventide VR204 4- channel digital logger is the

office. And both the VR204 and VP204 can playback

perfect answer. It costs less than half the price of afully

any of the 24 channels recorded on an Eventide VR240.

optioned Eventide VR240! The high density DDS2 drive
of the VR204 can actually record more than 500 lours,

Keep an accurate audio record of everything that

divided among up to 4- channels, on asingle DAT tape.

goes out on your air. Keep track

That's twice the record time of our original modes.

of the competition as well.
Contact your broadcast dealer

Built-le hard disk

or Eventide for the full story on

The VR204 is a single drive machine, yet it can play

the economical VR204. Because

and record simultaneously. That's because it features

without an Eventide digital

an ingenious built-in hard disk memory module that

logger, you really don't know

keeps recording even if the tape is playing back an

what you're missing.

one tiny IIAT tape
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One Alsan VVay, Little Ferry, NJ 07643
Tel 201-641-1200 Fax 201-641-1640

MANAGEMENT

Resolving Conflicts
How to Make Lemonade from a Lemon

by Sharon Crain,
Ph.D.

C

onflict is built into the basic structure of stations. Since each department
has aspecific set of goals that often
conflict with those of other departments, asystem of checks and balances
is created.
We need to take two basic steps to
resolve conflicts productively and at the
same time reduce our stress level. The
first is to change our mind- set. We need
to come from the viewpoint that conflict
is not acompetitive battle, but rather a
creative opportunity. The second is to
learn and use aprocess that will allow us
to produce very positive results from
conflict situations.
Research indicates that each of us
has afavored style that we habitually use
when we are confronted with conflict.
That style is based on two dimensions of
our behavior — our level of assertiveness
and our level of cooperation. Notice
which styles you use most.
What's Your Style?
Competing Style— High Assertiveness
and Low Cooperation. The driving force
of this style is win- lose and is based on
the ability to dominate. It is also characterized by an unwillingness to listen and
attempts to prevail through power.
Accommodating Style — Low Assertiveness and High Cooperation. The driving
force here is to satisfy the other side even
when you think they are wrong. It is characterized by sacrificing your concerns and
giving in to their desires.
Avoiding Style — Low Assertiveness
and Low Cooperation. The driving force
is to get rid of the conflict. It is characterized by side-stepping, postponing or withdrawing from athreatening situation.

RADIO
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Compromising Style — Medium
Assertiveness and Medium Cooperation.
The driving force is to find an expedient
solution that both sides can live with. It is
characterized by taking the positions of
both sides into consideration and exchanging concessions, or finding amiddle ground
position like splitting the difference.
Collaborating Style — High Assertiveness and High Cooperation plus High
Innovation. The driving force is to find a
better solution than asimple compromise where both sides lose something. It
is characterized by the belief that when
both sides share the common goal of
win- win the result will be adesirable
solution for both.
Since our habit patterns cause us to
use only one or two styles, we want to
increase our skill and flexibility so we can
use the style that will produce the best
result for each situation.
Step By Step
When we have an important issue
with our customers, our co-workers or in
our personal lives, we must learn and use
the process of collaboration for resolving our conflicts. With the following
step-by-step process, both sides can deal
with each other in alogical, nonhysterical
manner, while smoothly moving toward
awin- win solution. Here are the steps:
Step 1: Susan communicates an intention to collaborate to Joe. Joe communicates an intention to collaborate
back to Susan.
Step 2: Susan communicates her specific conflict points and the rationale for
her position in aconcise and logical manner. Joe listens to understand, takes notes
and may interrupt Susan only to clarify.
Step 3: Joe presents Susan's conflict

QUICKREADT"
•While most managers have the des .,
e
to resolve conflicts well, we lack both
the skill and tools.
•Research indicates that each of us has
afavored style that we habitually use
when we are confronted with conflict.
•Since our habit patterns cause us to
use only one or two styles, we want t3
increase our skill and flexibility so we
can use the style that will produce the
best result for each situation.
points and rationale back to Susan in a
manner that satisfies Susan that Joe really
understands. Susan monitors Joe's presentation for true understanding and ac.
curacy and "signs off" that she is satisfied.
Step 4: Joe now communicates his
response to Susan's conflict points and
adds any other points he may have along
with his rationale. Susan listens to understand, takes notes and may interrupt only
to clarify.
Step 5: Susan presents Joe's conflict
points and rationale back to Joe in a
manner that satisfies Joe that Susan really
understands. Joe monitors Susan's presentation for true understanding and accuracy and "signs off" that he is satisfied.
Step 6: Susan and Joe creatively explore new solutions together until they
find one that will be win- win.
Step 7: Susan and Joe implement their
solution with an agreement to correct and
improve for increased workability.
When you see the almost magical
results of using this process in your station, you will know it really is possible to
make lemonade from alemon.
Dr. Sharon Crain is an industrial psychologist
and apioneer in thefield of biofeedback to manage
stress. She may be reached at 602-483-2546.
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CENTRAL &
DISTRIBUTED
AUDIO STORAGE

MULTITRACK
PRODUCTION
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SUPPORT &
STAFF TRAINING

BUSINESS
SYSTEMS

SATELLITE AUTOMATION
LIVE RADIO
MUSIC ON HARD DISK
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THIS YEAR,
Or ONE COMPANY
PUTS IT ALL
TOGETHER AT NAB
Thinking of adding music storage to your
hard disk system? Wondering if a hard disk
can end " cart chaos" on your live morning
show? Need to get more work in less time from
your production
Implementing

studio,

or the newsroom?

a multIstation

LMA or clJopoly

operation? Or perhaps you're Just taking your first look at a hard
disk system to handle local breaks on your satellite music service.
At the 1995 NAB show, there's one place to go for all the answers: Computer
Concepts, booth 2503. You probably know us as the makers of DCS, the
industry's leading on- air hard disk system. But now Computer Concepts has
proven digital solutions for every facet of radio station operation.
To make it easy for you to get the answers you need, we've set up six separate hands-on
demonstration areas in our NAB booth this year. Each one Is dedicated to a particula , on- air or
production situation, and equipped with the latest hard disk solutions from Computer Concepts.
Every product is backed with the dedicated service and support for which Computer Concepts is known.

For straight answers about digital systems for every
radio application, come straight to booth 2503.

If you're not planning to attend the show, call Computer Concepts at
800-255-6350 and we'll fill you in on what's new and what's best.
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,
8375 Mekose Drive. Lene.,
Kansas 66214 • Tel: 913-541-0900
Fax913.541-0169
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Get Real
Don't Overestimate the Average Listener's Product Knowledge

by Rob Baton

One of the most critical mistakes
broadcasters make is to overestimate the
product knowledge of the average Radio
listener. This is because the listener they
generally encounter usually bears little
or no resemblance to anything that's
"average." In fact, these people more often than not fall into what might be
termed the superlistener category. They
are extremely visible. They come to
remotes. They call the station frequently.
And they enter various contests, generally giving what all broadcasters crave
the most: frequent positive feedback.
There's only one problem. Research
shows that such superlisteners make up
about 1percent of the total available
audience. The rest is composed of people
who— even though they may listen five
to six hours aday ( at the high end) —
usually don't have the slightest idea of
what Radio is all about.
Top-Of- Mind Awareness
In the course of conducting market
research for hundreds of stations during
the past few years, we've come to realize

QUICKREADTM
•One of the most critical mistakes broadcasters make is to overestimate the product
knowledge of the average Radio listener.
• Because of the way the ratings system is
structured, it's imperative that listeners
have aclear idea of what each Radio station
offers, not to mention its call letters.
•All of us routinely give lip service to the
fact that we are aware of how little our
audience knows. Yet many stations program and market as if quarter-hour maintenance were still the order of the day.
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there's ashocking lack of familiarity with
the finer points of Radio stations among
most listeners. A few of the comments
we've heard include: "Oh, Ilike the station with the funny guy. You know, Ksomething." "Oh yeah, Ilike that Rock
station. I
don't know the numbers." "Yeah,
I
used to listen to KAAA, but it seems like
they're playing the same song every five
minutes these days."
Each of these comments is enough
to make aPD's hair stand on end. During
many focus groups, I've seen PDs who
have wanted to jump through the mirror
and strangle the person who made the
"same song every five minutes" comment.
"For God's sake," the PD would reply
(generally for the sake of the GM), "I've
got that record in afive- hour rotation."

diaries clutched in their hands as we
sweep them through the quarter-hour.
These are listeners who really hear the
difference now that the station has added
another recurrent during the middays. In
short, it's aworld in which alinear relationship exists between the smallest
things we do at the station and an immediate movement in Arbitron.

Reality Rules
Taking this fantasy Radio world one
step further, we might even hear this
conversation ... Scene: Breakfast — typical American household — two upscale
30- somethings engaged in casual discussion. Woman: "So what do you think of
that new station, 96.5?" Man: "Well, my
main problem is that they stop down too
many times an hour." Woman: "Yeah, if
Confused Listeners
they stopped down less, they'd have an
Listeners make comments like this easier time with their guaranteed music
because they're confused. They listen to
pitch." Man: "And they have an annoying
four or five stations, and probably hear tendency to come out of the last stopset
the offending song on all of them. But for each hour with apower gold." Woman:
lack of knowledge, they attribute the "Oh, Iknow what you mean. Ithink
five-minute label to your station. It means,
they've got entirely too many titles in
at least for that listener, that your station
their library ..."
hasn't done agood enough job of differThe problem with Radio today is
entiating itself from the competition. The that the above scenario — as humorous
implication is clear: If your station has a as it may be — reflects asort of wishful
lot of listeners who can't differentiate thinking on the part of the broadcast
your station from the competition, the community. All of us routinely give lip
chances for significant ratings "wobbles" service to the fact that we are aware of
or even consecutively bad books increase.
how little our audience knows. Yet many
We often lose sight of the real world stations program and market as if the
of ratings and shares because many of us couple above were typical listeners, and
live in afantasy world where listeners as if quarter-hour maintenance were still
hang on every word we say and are familthe order of the day.
iar with our contests and promotions, Rob Baton is president/CEO of The Benchmark
not to mention the smallest nuances of Co. in Austin, TX, which specializes in openour programming.
ended perceptual research for Radio. He may be
These are listeners who have their reached at 512-327-70W.
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America has a place to turn for the best, most
complete sports news coverage.
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•Scores
•Updates
•Key match- ups and analysis
•Interviews with sports celebrities and
newsmakers

PRIME SPORTS RADIO
THE SOUND OFSPORTS

ALL SPORTS. ALL DAY. ALL AROUND T
HE NATION.
214/ 401-0972 for affiliate sales
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Strange Clients
So Who's Calling on the Computer Dating Services?

by Chris Lytle

I

tseems

like yesterday when morning
drive was dominated by "traditional" Radio advertisers such as department stores,
car dealers, tire stores, and TV and appliance dealers.
It used to be you could call on abanker
who could make adecision. Now it seems
that it takes aboard meeting in another
state to render adecision for anything.
And unless your market is different,
every Radio sales rep who's left our business now owns his or her own advertising
agency that specializes in putting clients
on television.
Who, then, arc Radio's new advertisers?

account executive from Results Radio in
Madison, WI, heard them on the Radio
recently while on aski trip. Perhaps tattoo and body piercing places should advertise on TV. Radio's theater of the
mind might make the ads too compelling. Imagine what an OES schedule for
body piercing could do in your market.
Now when your client says that nobody
responds to Radio ads, you can say: "Oh,
yeah? What about that ring in your 16year-old's nose? Proof that Radio works."
Twenty years ago, dentists and dating services weren't on the air. They
weren't even on anybody's account list.
Even Vermont Teddy Bears rated a
page in Interep's "
Radio Success Stories
IV" book, so it wouldn't hurt you to stop
and think about the next big Radio category for your station.

QUICKREAD' m
advance from the body liercing
places, but don't ignore professional services and the new entrepreneurs v.iho can
start abusiness with personal corr puters.

• Get cash in

•Aquick look at the new business : ategories on the station will tell you if your
salespeople are building new business.
•With the margins of retailers sq_eezed,
service businesses offer new hope.
• Do areality check. How many catEgories
have the category killers killed in
your market?

This is nothing to be afraid of. Radio's
sales are up. But understand that the need
to prospect and discover new businesses
Body Piercing ... and Other High -Margin
with the potential to generate higher
Businesses
margins, and an ability to afford Radio, is
On Monday morning, Feb. 6, 1995,
an ongoing challenge.
Iheard two commercials back to back Advertising or Marketing?
Look at your station's logs. How
that startled me. The first was for the
Even it they don't want to advertise,
many advertisers do you have on the
Center for Cosmetic Dentistry. It promprofessionals must market themselves. And air that weren't even in business five
the personal computer years ago? And look at your logs from
means almost anyone
five years ago. How many of those
can
start
an
informationadvertisers
are still on the air— or even
Chances are your biggest client io years
based business without a still in business?
ago is not your biggest advertiser today. lot of start-up capital.
Got any local office supply stores on
What do informationthe air? Got any local office supply stores
based and service-based still in business? Only 6,000 remain naised abetter smile. What that means to businesses have that today's retailers tionwide, down from 13,300 just afew
you, the ad implied, is the ability to don't? In two words — higher margins.
years ago.
attract abetter partner and even be more Wal-Mart and other discounters have
Peter Drucker said, "Whom the gods
successful in business.
done agreat job of driving down the would destroy, they first grant 40 years
OK. But the very next ad was for a margins of the retailers that used to make of business success." Chances are your
business called Cupid Inc. Cupid Inc. is up the bulk of Radio's advertisers.
biggest client 10 years ago is not your
acomputerized dating service. Their slobiggest advertiser today. So who's callgan: "Sometimes love needs alittle shove" Reality Check
ing on the computer dating services? à
Imagine the full- sing jingle!
How many categories have the "catChris Lytle, president of The AdVisory Board
But don't imagine the full- sing jingle egory killers" killed? Inc. magazine: "Be- Inc., is author of the Radio Marketing Master
for the tattoo and body piercing place in tween 1989 and 1992 more than 60,000 Diploma Course. He may be reached at
Bozeman, MT. Pam Crawford, senior retail businesses closed their doors."
800-255-9853.
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EVERYBODY ANTS TO RULE THE ROOST!
What holds true in nature sometimes carries over into the corporate world. It seems every
company aspires to be the fastest, the biggest and the best. It's a desire to be number one, to rule
the roost. Here's how you do it.
Prospector - is your new business development tool. It finds you new clients. GridONE
yield management. It maximizes your revenue. SalesSCAN

is

is sales force automation. It makes your

sales staff more efficient.
You need more than ratings analysis alone. TAPSCAN delivers more.
Ongoing enhancement and innovation
ensures that your TAPSCAN systems always keep
you ahead of the competition, and will always
give you results worth crowing about.
Circle Reader Service # 118

Incorporated
3000 Riverchase Galleria
Eighth Floor
Birmingham, Alabama 35244
205-987-7456

TAPSCAN,

NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Category Killers
Creating Monster Revenues

by Bob Keith

M

ain Street used to be afriendly
place where the founders of businesses
worked behind the counters of their
stores, and everyone got along.
Then came the monsters of Main
Street — "Category Killers." Category
killers are large national chains of mass
merchandisers like Wal-Mart, K-Mart
and Toys R Us. It's been estimated that
Wal-Mart will cause three local stores to
go under when it opens, drowning them
in asea of low prices. Main Street will
never be the same. Category killers leverage volume buying power into low
prices in pet supplies, lawn and garden,
health & beauty care, pharmacies, sporting goods, music and video, shoes, appliances, hardware, automotive, and
children's and infant's needs.
Good Clients

News flash. Category killers make
good clients. Each category killer represents $ 5,000 per store in new ad revenue.
Ihave two clients who generate more

than $ 150,000 annually through their
efforts with asingle chain.
News update: These stores need
help. Iknow of one instance where a
store manager was so determined to participate in alocal Radio station promotion ( he had no media budget), he used
his office budget to purchase acopier on
credit, then returned it for cash to pay
the station. He never intended to make
copies ;he wanted to make cash!
That station didn't know how to
implement avendor program. They do
now, and are reaping the rewards.
You can too. Begin by identifying a
local decision- maker ( district/store manager) who can authorize vendor purchases and in-store displays. A vendor
program is really about real estate. Ten
thousand people per week shop K- Mart.
Vendors want that foot traffic, and the
impulse sales that go with it. You must he
able to secure in-store displays.
Next, create an understanding with
the trade ( the retailer) for working together. It must be apartnership. They

give you display, and you sell it to the
vendors in exchange for financial consideration. No display, no vendors, no
program — simple!
Use the midway ( front of store) or
volume aisle for vendor display. For example, astore ( district) may have problems promoting video, need additional
lawn and garden sales, or need help introducing anew pharmacy. As long as it
is willing to buy and display avendor's
product(s), you will be able to secure
vendor dollars and promote the category.
Next, secure avendor prospect list
from the trade, complete with names and
phone numbers. You will need two prospects for every one you hope to sell.
When selling avendor program with instore real estate secured, you will close
one in two vendors, or 50 percent.
DSD Vendors

DSD (direct store delivery) vendors
are good prospects because their products are purchased locally, and turn
25 111>

We Do Custom Graphics

E-Z UP Instant Shelters

Every Station's
Favorite : 60
Start to finish, this sturdy, steelframe, fabric top shelter takes
less than : 60 to set up. No ropes.
No tools. Nothing to assemble.
8'X 8', 10 .X 10', 10'X 15', 10'X 20'
all fold compact for E- Ztrans(800) 45- SHADE
port. Stations all across the
nation choose E- Z UPfor... REMOTES, SPECIAL EVENTS, HOSPITALITY BOOTHS, CALL LETTER PROMOTION
CORPORATE & MANUFACTURING HEADQUARTERS. International E- Z UP, Inc.
1601 Iowa Avenue, Riverside, California 92507
Circle Reader Service # 119
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QUICKREADTM
• " Category killers," the monsters of
Main Street, are actually large national chains of mass merchandisers,
like Wal-Mart and Toys R Us.
• Category killers make good clients.
Each category killer represents $ 5,000
per store in new ad revenue.
• Radio stations can reap the rewards of
a venchr program with a category
killer bi, first, identifying the local
decisio 1- maker (district/store manager) ‘nho can authorize vendor purchases and in-store displays.
• DSD (cirect store delivery) vendors
are good prospects because their products, such as candy, snacks, beverages, cookies and crackers, are purchasec locally and turn quickly.

quickly. DSD items include candy,
snacks, beverages, cookies and crackers.
Next, get SKLIs, quantities, and prices
from the vendor. The trade will want to
know exactly how much product they have
to buy and display, and at what prices.
For example, say the vendor is
PepsiTM, and it wants to sell- in four pallets ( quantity) per store of I2ounce
twelve- pack ( SKUs) cans at $2.49 each
(trade's price). Now, it's up to the store to
accept or refuse these pallets.
Beware of co-op. Sometimes corporate will use co-op funds for other purposes. Find out if the vendor has incremental funds. These funds are unencumbered.
The trade's participation should include reducing their mark-up on promoted items to enhance sell- through for
the vendor. A low price leads to higher
sales. If the vendor sells the product in
on- deal ( sale), the trade should pass the
TPR ( temporary price reduction) through
to the consumer. Factor in the cost of
POP .: point of purchase) displays, and
keep your station's call letters off. It can
work against you if corporate sees them.
Some stores will pull all promotional
materials when they know corporate big.
wigs are in town.
Category killers are the wave of the
future. Learn to work with them, before
your competitors do.
a%
Bob Keith is president of Keith Vendor Concepts,
asales and marketing firm specializing in new
business development. He may be reached at

Invest in Your Private Seminar
in Power Negotiating

sEce ETs

OF
POWER NEco-ri ATINC

The Secrets of
Power Negotiating
In Roger Onson.

Six audiocassettes with 24 flash cards and workbook.

In the 'odio business you must negotiate daily, and most successful radio executives will tell you
that your anility to negotiate well is the most important personal skill you can have.
Roger Dawson, who was the hit of the NAB Las Angeles show, is the world's leading expert on
Power Negotiating. Thousands of people pay $495 each to learn about Power Negotiating at his
public and corporate lectures.
By listening to this cassette program in your car you'll leant how to:
• Get full rate card and still have the other side think they won.
• Apply the five most critical issues in any negotiation.
• Match your legotiating style to the personality of the other side.
• Use 20 negotiating gambits that will give you total control of the other side.
• Learn how to resolve conflict smoothly.
Warranty: If you and your salespeople are not easily able to sell at full rate card within 30 days of listening to this program,
send it back for acomplete refund!
Special Offer: Through this Radio Ink promotion only, you get the 6cassette album Secrets of Power Negotiation with 24 flash
cards, comprehensive workbook and ofree copy of Roger Dawson's 296 page book Secrets of Power Persuasion. All for only
S65 plus S3 shipping. CA residents add applicable sales tax. To order call 1-800-YDAWSON (932-9766) 8A.M.-5P.M. PST.
Rogc rDawson Productions • 1661 Hanover Street / Suite 215 • City Of Industry, CA 91748
Fax 818-854-3595
Circle Reader Service # 120

KEEPING YOU
AHEAD OF YOUR
COMPETITION
Tired of mugs, T-shirts and Sports bottles?
Let us help you with your next promotion. We'll
provide you with exciting, fresh ideas
to

make

your

promotions

successful

and memorable!
Ad specialties, premiums,
travel, gift certificates, corporate gifts.

800 232-2711

WIESTEffl
MOTIVATIONAL
INCENTIVES

GROUP

415-922-7275.
Circle Reader Service # 121
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PROGRAMMING

Focus Group on Rush Limbaugh
... In Cyberspace

by Holland Cooke

A

couple weeks ago, Iposted the
following on the Internet:
"Your opinion please! I'm amedia
consultant writing apiece for managers
of News/Talk Radio stations. If you'll
take just a moment to email me your
responses to four quick questions below,
Iwill incorporate your feedback into my
recommendations to Talk Radio's powers that be. Question 1: Other than the
Rush Limbaugh show, what do you like
best about the Radio station Rush is on?
Question 2: What do you like least about
the station Rush is on? Question 3: Is
Rush on the station you listen to most?
Question 4: Regarding another station
you also listen to: What do you like best
about that other station?"
My goal? A focus group in
cyberspace. After all, Limbaugh has arguably been the engine of AM Radio's

QUICKREADTM
•People on the Internet were asked what
they like best and least about the Radio
station Rush is on, if Rush is on the station
they listen to most, and regarding another
station they also listen to, what they like
best about that other station?"
• Responses suggested that listeners can
be trained to also use the Talk station as
a handy news appliance. And many responses implied that Rush plays well
alongside good shows of any ilk.
•One thing that came through loud and
clear: Talk Radio isn't the wallpaper many
music FMs are. It's up- front, and its listeners are particular.
•As with data surfaced in face-to-face focus
groups, don't initiate sweeping changes
based on the comments alone. But do try
to hear your programming differently, the
way " they" hear it.

RADIO
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renaissance. But what does the rest of
Radio sound like to 20 million dittoheads?
Not surprisingly, they weren't shy. Here
are some highlights.

for: How — other than Rush — do these
Rush fans use Radio. And how they might
recall their listening habits if Arbitron
sent adiary. "1listen to it only for Rush.
I
am generally aRock/Hard Rock listener
Q&A
and acollege student." "No, Rush is not
Question 1. Other than the Rush
on my local NPR station." " I
used to listen
Limbaugh show, what do you like best to this station exclusively, but recently
about the Radio station Rush is on? "Most another station in the area has changed
comprehensive morning news coverage." to all Talk with aconservative format. I
'The best part ( besides Rush) is the hourly listen to Rush now and then switch to the
news broadcasts."
new station."
These responses were typical of
Question 4. Regarding another Ramany, which suggest that listeners can
dio station you also listen to: What do
be trained to also use the station as a like best about that other station? "Jazz;"
handy news appliance even though they "I like the morning show on PI-J. They're
might think of it as aTalk station. And silly and Ican listen to the music. Also,
many responses imply that Rush plays they have news and traffic updates." "It
well alongside good shows of any ilk, not broadcasts Rush on one- hour delay, so if
just otherconservatives. "Generally I
don't
Imiss part of his program Ican pick it up
listen to WABC except when Rush is on,
later." " It's a Christian Contemporary
but when Ido, what Ilike best is Ed music station." "At the moment, that staKoch's show." "Dr. Laura Schlessinger is
tion is KPIX-FM, simply because they
fantastic on KFI." "Even though 1am
are covering the OJ trial wall-to-wall."
conservative, Ilike listening to different
Conclusion? Interesting! But, as with
people's views."
data surfaced in face-to-face focus groups,
Question 2. What do you like least don't initiate sweeping changes based on
about the station Rush is on? Several
comments like these. But do be curious.
respondents raised technical issues. "Poor Try to hear your programming differquality sound." "Crummy reception durently, the way "they" hear it. I've never
ing the day and Ilose them altogether come away from any of the many focus
after sunset because of power reduction." groups I've observed with all the answers.
One thing that came through loud But every time I've felt Ihad abetter
and clear: Talk Radio isn't the wallpaper handle on "the questions."
many music FMs are. It's up- front, and its Holland Cooke is aWashington, DC-based prolisteners are particular. 'The local hosts gramming consultant specializing in news/talk
are poor and their weekend program- and full-service AM. He may be reached at
ming is weak." 'They dropped the local
202-333-8442.
Talk show with aliberal host, who gave
For afree copy of Cooke's full report
anice counterbalance, and achance to on this study, send a self-addressed,
air differing opinions."
stamped, business size envelope to Cooke
Question 3. Is Rush on the station
at 3220 N Street NW, Washington,
you listen to most? What we're fishing DC 20007.
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The owner's spouse calls you
complaining about atune you're
playing — now what?

PD
FORUM

I

Adam Goodman, Program Director • WZMX-FM • Hartford, CT
I
-I
were told Michael McDonald ( Suzanne McDonald's husband) was on the phone with acomplaint
about the music, I'd probably think it was the former lead singer of the Doobie Brothers before I
would think it was Suzanne's husband.
Michael tries to remain as nonRadio as possible and if he called regarding any Radio topic ( which
he has never done) I'd gladly welcome the input. Being aformer research director, I've learned to use
any & all comments as listener research. Since most of the people we see day to day are Radio people,
any contact with 'regular' people can be useful.
We also forget that spouses, girlfriends, boyfriends, acquaintances, etc., can be useful in alot of ways. Whether we like it
or not, our decisions will never be as objective as someone who isn't in the station every day. Any information can be useful, it's
the way it's used ( or not used) that determines its effectiveness. à
Eric Mark, Program Director • KMRO-FM • Oxnard/Ventura, CA

y

ou have two choices: live with it and smile or put on your boxing gloves and pack your bags (just
kidding). Isuggest that you be very diplomatic about it. Find out the reason behind the
complaint. It might be legitimate. When talking with your GM's spouse be very attentive, take
notes and thank the spouse.
There is afactor you need to know: Does the spouse fit the targeted audience? Usually not. They
tune in because that's where their spouse works. When you go to the GM, be very diplomatic and
explain the call. Let's say the GM agrees with their spouse. Then defend the song if it's ahit, if not, kill
it. It's not worth the hassle. Say the GM disagrees, explain how you hope their spouse understands that you do what's best for
the station even if we personally don't like it.
Remember, the GM is the one who hired you. It's not alosing fight, but it could be, if you put your gloves on. à
J.J. Duling, Program Director • WOLL-FM • West Palm Beach, FL
cars ago, Iactually had aGM's wife call me on the late- night show from aparty, demanding
Iplay acertain song immediately or she'd tell acertain GM type "about my behavior" and have
my job. I
calmly explained to her that by doing what she asked, I'd be violating the policies laid
down by her husband and that I'd be in big trouble if Ifollowed her order. Iwas scared to death the
next day that he'd really let me have it — he never mentioned it.
Bottom line: We're on the air for the audience. If put in that situation, keep your cool, be polite and
respectful, but remember why you're in that studio or in that PD chair. Winning managers/owners
Lin& -stand that II your GNI or owner doesn't, you have to ask yourself if you should he working for them in the first place. e

y

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO RESPOND TO APD FORUM QUESTION, CALL SHAWN DEENA AT 407-655-8778.

DIRECTIONS IN RADIO
A Full Service Broadcast Research Firm
> Quality Research/Affordable Cost
> Strategic/Perceptual Market Studies
> Auditorium Music Tests
> Format Search
> Call Out Music Research
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All work is done in-house. We operate from our 14,000
square foot facility in San Diego with the latest state of the art
Ci3 CatiTM Interactive Computer Interviewing System. DIR
Interviewers follow the sun, starting in the Eastern time zone
and working across the Country to Hawaii.

Call Don Nelson, Director of Marketing
to discuss your research needs

800-676-5883
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ENGINEERING FOR MANAGEMENT'

Subcarrier Contracts
What You Should Know

by Eric Small

T

will be, how much you trust the subcarrier
operator, and, astrong contractual provision allowing for an audit.
Generally, ashorter contract favors
the broadcaster. The introduction of new
technology or achanged regulatory environment may make amodification in a
subcarrier arrangement desirable. Depending on the technology the subcarrier
uses, changing stations may entail visiting each receiver to change carrier frequency. That encourages the subcarrier
company to press for long contracts.
Faced with not being able to get ashortterm contract, you should include some
The Contract
escape clauses. Cancellation for nonpayThe simplest kind of contract is a ment is an obvious one ; sale or bankmonthly lease for afixed fee. However,
ruptcy of the subcarrier service could be
"piece of the action" deals are common.
another ;any change in FCC Rules affectThe station is paid apercentage of the
ing subcarriers might come in handy ;
revenue derived from the subcarrier.
and irreconcilable technical problems can
Sometimes it is asimple percentage of also be included.
the gross revenue ;sometimes it is afixed
payment per subcarrier Radio tuned to
Protect Your License
the station. The desirability of taking a
This is important to discuss with
piece of the action depends on your your communications lawyer. With only
estimate of how successful the service one rarely used exception, abroadcaster
he top of the list of most frequently
asked broadcast subcarrier contract questions is, "How much should Icharge?"
The answer is, 'That depends." Market
size plays abig role, as do the station
facilities. Aclass C station is worth more
than B, and aclass Bis worth more than
an A. And within a class, the higher
antenna ( better coverage) means more
money. In my experience, aconventional
subcarrier can command anywhere from
$300 per month in asmaller market to
$18,000 per month in New York City.

Cel bast
11C1,10

,

E

BOOADCAST

STUDIO

THE CELLULAR DIFFERENCE
•Easy to Use
•Reliable
•Cost Efficient
•Portable
•Flexible

bears full responsibility for whatever is
transmitted over the subcarrier. For a
background music service, be sure that
the operator has taken care of paying
royalties on the music.
Things become more complicated
when the subcarrier is aforeign language
service. A contract between the station
and a speaker of the language is the
traditional way to handle this. When the
subcarrier is carrying digital information, things get more complex. The station should be able to monitor and interpret everything that goes out. The only
exception is if the service meets the legal
requirements as acommon carrier, and
the FCC agrees. A lawyer is amust here.
A technical means of self-defense is
that the station should always have an
easy way to turn off the subcarrier quickly
from the remote control point.
Technical Stuff
Subcarrier contracts either say almost nothing about technical matters, or
they go overboard in agonizing detail.
29 II>

Technology S, convenience combine to bring
you on-the- spot remote broadcast capabilities with excellent sound quality. Cellular
transceiver, frequency extender, and mixer
all in one! Powered by Ni cad rechargeable
batteries or AC power supply — utilizes cellular technology or land lines.

For more information call

NAB
BOOTH
#5109

1-800-852-1333
Circle Reader Service # 123
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QUICK READ'
• The simplest kind of contract is amonthly
lease for a fixed fee.
• With only one rarely used exception, a
broadcaster bears full responsibility for
whatever is transmitted over the subcarrier.
• When subcarrier contracts contain alot of
technical detail, it's usually to the detriment of the broadcaster.
• Subcarrier leasing can be anice source of
additional revenue for an FM station.

When detailed, it's usually to the detriment of the broadcaster. Saying nothing
about the technical aspects is OK until
there is adispute, then the lawyers get a
lot more money than if one had helped
write the contract in the first place.
Some subcarrier contracts make a
big deal about everyone complying with
all applicable FCC Rules & Regulations.
Too bad that since the deregulation of
subcarriers in 1983 there haven't been
many rules.
If the subcarrier is an audio service,
like background music or ethnic broadcasting, then the following technical provisions will be fine.
•Subcarrier Frequency: 67 or 92 kHz
•Injection: No more than 9.5 percent ;
no less than 8percent
•Deviation of subcarrier: 5-7 kHz.
•The generator supplied must be "clean."
•All harmonics must be at least 40 dB
below subcarrier.
•All other products must be at least 60
dB below subcarrier.
In addition, be sure to specify where
and how these parameters are determined. The safest way is to say "at the
transmitter site using standard broadcast
monitors." It's also agood idea, before
signing the contract, to set up the whole
system and make the measurements just
to be sure that each side can actually
deliver what they promise.
If the subcarrier is an RDS/RBDS
service at 57 kHz, then the NRSC RBDS
standard is available from the NAB. Include it by reference in the contract, and
what's left to decide is how much injection to give the subcarrier and what portion
of the signal to reserve for station use.
Typically RDS/RBDS service wants
about 3percent injection. A few ask for
triple that. That's OK, except that you
will no longer be able to add two conven-

tional subcarriers at 67 and 92 kHz ;only
one can be used.
There are also several one- of- a- kind
digital subcarrier services around. Most
are technically fine ;afew are disasters.
Here the services of an engineer and
lawyer, preferably who know one another, are essential.
(Note: All subcarrier contracts are
"custom" and need the attention of an
attorney who is experienced in communications matters. Don't fall for the line,
"It's astandard contract, everyone signs
it." Even with asmall market subcarrier
contract worth upward of $ 50,000 over

its life, apercent or two for alawyer is
cheap insurance.
A consulting or contract engineer
can be helpful, but be sure they've had
prior experience with subcarriers before
committing alot of money to them.)
Subcarrier leasing can be a nice
source of additional revenue for an FM
station ;it can also be amajor source of
grief. The difference is almost always the
quality of the leasing agreement. If it
reflects the real world, then rarely are
there problems later on.
Eric Small is president of Modulation Sciences,
Inc. He may be reached at 800-826-2603.

An offer to Radio Ink Readers
From John Schad, Presiaent, Smarts Broadcast Systems
P.O. Box 284, Emmetsburg, IA 50536

IWant You To Give Me ACall. Here's Why.
As President of SMARTS Broadcast Systems, Ihave been involved in the PC
digital audio revolution since we installed our first system over 5years ago.
It is my observation that the development during these five years has resulted
in the greatest thing to hit the radio industry since the cart machine. But the
fast pace of these changes has confused the present day buyer.
If you are making adecision on digital audio, you need to have some basic
information. That's why Iwant to make an offer to every reader of this ad who
is interested in digital audio or automation. CALL ME AND IWILL PERSONALLY
CHAT WITH YOU about how this new technology can benefit your business.
Ipromise you two things. First, this is not asales pitch for our products. This
is an attempt to provide expert guidance in wading through the morass of
information on digital audio. If we can mutually see that our products can be of
benefit, we will send you our literature, and our sales reps can follow up.
Secondly, we won't be degrading the competition. If my company doesn't
offer a product that will benefit you, we can try to point you to someone
who does.
If you are stymied by the digital world, Ican talk to you from the perspective of
an owner/manager ( I
used to own aradio station), or from the perspective of an
engineer ( when Iowned the station, Iwas also the engineer), or from the
vantage point of our current business which pioneered digital audio five years
ago, and continues to develop the future of digital technology.
If computers themselves are a mystery to you, or if you don't know how
computer- based digital audio can help your station operation, I
can help you sort
it out.
Call SMARTS toll-free at 800-747-6278. International customers can reach us at
+712-852-4047. Ask to set an appointment to talk with me, John Schad. We'll find
atime that works for both of us, and go from there. We want to learn from you,
and you can learn from us. Idon't want to bill myself as the " Dear Abby" of the
digital world, but Ican give you honest information. Ilook forward to hearing
from you.

1

SMARTCASTER
Digital Audio

NAB Booth # 5416 & 5417
Circle Reader Service # 124
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INTERVIEW

SCOTT
GINSBURG
Chairman & CEO of
Evergreen Media
Scott Ginsburg is founder of Evergreen Media Corporation. Prior to forming Evergreen, he was co-founder of
both Statewide Broadcasting Inc. and later, H&G Communications Inc., where he was also COO.
Before devoting his time fully to Radio in 1981, Ginsburg
was employed by the United States Senate as a staff director
and counsel for subcommittees of the U.S. Senate Finance and
Labor Committees.
Ginsburg has been a licensee of the FCC since 1974.
Between 1981 and 1995, he has purchased and operated
Radio stations in a diverse group of markets
including Tallahassee, Jacksonville, Charlotte, Honolulu, St. Louis, Miami,
Houston, Detroit, Dallas, Washington D.C., San Francisco,
Chicago, New York and Los
Angeles.
In May 1993, Evergreen Media
Corporation completed an initial
public offering. In October
1993, the company completed
a convertible preferred offering. Both issues trade on the
NASDAQ.
Ginsburg is a graduate of
Georgetown University Law
Center where he received a
Juris Doctor Degree in 1978.
He received a bachelor's
degree in political science
from George Washington
University, Washington D.C.,
in 1974.
He and his wife, Lynne,
have two children: Drew,
13, and Laura,

I

for the major Radio groups which at the
time
were RKO, NBC, CBS and Group
NK: How did you get started in Radio?
W.
What
became apparent was that they
GINSBURG: Ivisited my first Radio staowned,
by
and large, major market Radio
tion at the age of 12 and was quite instations
with
their FM signals being of a
trigued. At 17, Ispent afew months as a
superlative
quality
but, even more imcollege disc jockey. Then, in 1974, I
portant,
their
AM
stations
were the landbecame associated with some family
members and other people to purchase mark properties in each of the cities.
Meaning that in effect they were either
an AM Radio station in Ft. Lauderdale,
the 50 kilowatt clear channel or were the
Florida. WABF-AM. The most famous
5kilowatt regional signals at the very
other investor was Bud Paxson. From
low end of the dial.
there, Iwent through undergraduate and
INK: But very much heritage properties.
law school, and worked in the United
States Senate from 1973 until 1981. At GINSBURG: Heritage properties that had
been built over many years. And, as a
that time, the first Republican revolution
overtook the Senate. Ihad been working technical facility, they were the best in
for two Democrats and, basically, lost the marketplace. From that Idetermined
that the most appropriate business plan
mv pos tion.
was to begin the collection of the best
INK: What was your position?
facilities available.
GINSBURG: I
was staff director andcounsel
INK: That, at that time, was afairly optimisto the U.S. Senate Labor Committee on
tic undertaking. How did you proceed?
Employment, Poverty and Migratory LaGINSBURG: In the beginning, it was really
bor and to the U.S. Senate Finance Comabootstrap operation. We didn't have any
mittee on Social Security and Medicare.
significant backing until the late '80s when
INK: What was the most startling revelawe were able to invest in some major
tion that you took out of that experience?
market properties that attracted the interGINSBURG: Ilearned that you can
talk to anybody, and not to be est of aMerchant Banking Fund and some
afraid of anybody, and that the other funds and various money managers.
most powerful people in the
world, be they from the legislative branch of the United
States Senate or anywhere
else, are totally approachable and very willing to
share their experiences

SIDELINES
•Leisure activities: Travel, dinner and
movies with neighbors, athletic activities, and riding my Harley.
*Recommended reading: Technopop
thrillers (Ludlum, Follet, Koontz) for
airplane rides and W.B. Yeats before
bed.
•If you were granted one wish, what
would it be? More — not less — traffic
congestion.
*Whom did you listen to on the Radio
when you were growing up? Ididn't
listen to the Radio until Iwas 16; then,
Iturned on the Radio and found out
that there were no personalities on
local Radio in Sioux City, IA. Occasionally, Iwas able to pick up KOMA-AM and
KAAY-AM for late evening programming.
*What did you want to be when you
grew up? Broadcaster and attorney.
*What is your pet peeve with Radio?
Negative personalities and any format
which is defined as weather, traffic
reports, sales promotions and 50 minutes of music an hour.
*Of what achievement are you most

ACQUIRING BPI
INK: Let's talk about the recent acquisition
of BPI. How did that come about?
GINSBURG: The BPI acquisition was a

proud? My family.
•As a listener, what is your favorite
format? News/information or high profile personality shows in the mornings,

culmination of our discussing with many
Rock ' n' Roll in the afternoon, Urban/AC
different Radio groups the opportunities
at night and Top 40 on the weekends.
that were available by forming an alliINK: How did that lead
*What advice would you give someance. It became clear as we went through
you back to Radio?
one who wants to get into Radio?
and talked to some of the best and largest
GINSBURG: Ileft WashAssociate yourself with the very best
groups in this country that, ultimately,
ington, D.C., in 1981,
ownership, programming and sales/
because I did not Evergreen would have to either merge
marketing organization in your commuchoose to become a with alarger company or try to merge a
nity. Soon, thereafter, you will rent a
smaller company into it. This was all
lobbyist, or an attorU- Haul!
with the idea of growing our presence in
ney in private practice. I formed a the nation's major markets.
own more Radio stations in Chicago?
INK: Now you have an extra FM that,
business plan to get
GINSBURG: Our posture for the FCC is
legally
speaking,
you
have
to
get
rid
of.
involved in the
that, if the current rules continue to apTell
us
more
about
that.
Radio business.
ply, we would hold these Radio stations
GINSBURG:
In
Chicago,
Evergreen
curINK: Touch on
for no longer than ayear and, again, if the
rently
owns
WRCX-FM
and
WLUP-FM.
some of the straWe are attempting to seek aone year rules continue to bind, we would seek to
tegic plans that
at least have one of these Radio stations
waiver for the acquisition by Evergreen
you had laid out?
purchased by aminority enterprise.
GINSBURG:
I of WEJM-FM and WVAZ-FM so that
we would, in fact, have four FMs, two of INK: What would you like to see in terms
had looked at
the business which are not currently permitted under of ownership rule changes?
GINSBURG: My position is very clear. I
plan, or what I the FCC rules.
fully support the Pressler legislation. Sen.
INK: Wouldn't your intention be to hope
could deterLarry Pressler [ R- SD] has introduced
mine was a that within that year something will hapbusiness plan,

pen in Washington that will allow you to

32 I>
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INTERVIEW
.4 31
legislation that would permit Radio station national ownership limits and local
ownership limits to be controlled, by and
large, by the antitrust laws of this country. That would mean Radio would be
looked upon, in context of all the media
voices in the community, not just by
virtue of how many Radio stations you
own in agiven market. For example, in
Chicago, there are literally over 100
media voices when you count cable, Radio, newspaper and TV ownership. There
is awide diversity of voices in that city.
Having three, four, five, or six Radio
stations should not be acompetitive is-

sue that would attract the attention of
the Justice Department. We think that
ought to be the way these acquisitions
are looked at.

are you there yet?

INK: So what can we do to move the FCC,

GINSBURG: No. We currently have seven

and move Congress, in this direction?

FMs and four AMs in Evergreen. We
purchased another 11 Radio stations. In
this situation, the composition is seven
FMs and four AMs

GINSBURG: Really, there are anumber of

people who all are working in the same
direction. The National Association of
Broadcasters, the Radio Operators Caucus and anumber of individual CEOs
and group heads have come together in
support of the Pressler legislation. I
think
that is an important milestone. We all
agree that this is our ideal legislation. So
support has to be garnered by first introducing as much evidence as we can into
the records to support the Pressler legislation and, then, by lobbying our Representatives and our Senators to back it and
to then favorably vote it out of committee. Vote for it on the House and Senate
floor and, ultimately, enact it into law.
INK: How is this acquisition going to

OWNERSHIP LIMITS
INK: Based on existing ownership limits,

INK: Do you have available capitol to go
after more growth?
GINSBURG: Ithink we either have the

capitol now, or will have the capitol
available as we go into the future
INK: Will you try to acquire some other
stations right away?
GINSBURG: Obviously, we will take a
cautious approach to continued growth,
but there are acouple of deals which we
have been working on now for some time
and will expect to complete them as well.
INK: Do you have any target markets?
GINSBURG: Yes. Boston, Philadelphia,

Atlanta and Dallas.

change your structure? Will you have to

INK: What is your criteria?

add more senior level management to be

GINSBURG: We are looking for superla-

able to handle the additional acquisitions?

tive technical facilities. We are looking
for excellence in the people who are in
the Radio stations and formats that are
well- established in the community.

Yes. We've committed to
adding asenior executive at the corporate level to assist us with sales and marketing issues, and so forth.
GINSBURG:

INK: How important are multiples and

INK: What about your operations?

cash flow?

GINSBURG: Ibelieve that Evergreen will

GINSBURG: We haven't set any specific

become stronger as an entity because of
the acquisition. We will have awider and
more diverse group of cash flowing Radio stations. We will be entering New
York, Detroit and Charlotte for the first
time. We will have additional Radio stations in Chicago. So we will be able to
have abroader base of revenue from a
more diverse series of markets.

guidelines on what the range should be.
By and large, we have purchased anywhere between seven and 12 multiples
depending on what we believe the upside
potential will be as we move forward.
INK: Obviously, you're bullish on the
Radio industry.
GINSBURG: Ithink the Radio industry is

really just beginning to see tremendous
growth. The last year or two has surpear to be one of those markets that
prised just about everybody in the indusEvergreen would naturally target to be in.
try with how healthy it is. The fact is that
GINSBURG: Iwould agree with that, and
Ithink the Radio sector will continue to
Ihave dealt with that issue very directly be healthy. Our number one job, in my
both with the employees of the Char- judgment, is to continue to peel away the
lotte Radio stations, as well as the mandollars from the newspaper industry,
agement of BPI. Together, they have which is a45 billion dollar plus industry,
convinced me that Charlotte is the kind and convert the growth of that sector
of market that has experienced explosive
into additional dollars in the Radio ingrowth over the last few years and will
dustry. As of the end of 1994, we are a10
experience more of the same over the and ahalf to 11billion dollar industry.
next few years. The Charlotte market Significant growth can be nicely accomalso has ahigh density of duopolies. As a modated in our targeted and efficient
result of market conditions and internal
advertising medium.
growth, there will be quite abit of upside
in the equity for the investors.
34
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Three for the Money
Having built his broadcast group to seven stations, aNeoraska owner now wanted to
centraiize the operation and upgrade all his systems. The problem was that he felt
some of tne stations in tne smaller markets couldn't justify the costs of asophisticated software system.
The soluton was acombàation cf three CBSI software systems. Using our unique
"Centralization Blueprint .'process, which allows each CBSI system to interact directly
with other components, we ; nstalled the Classic System in the large market stations
and the Elite System in the smaller markets. Then we linked them together with the
lnterAcct System for centralized accounting. Elite's power, combined with its
affordabiiity, allowed the whole package to meet the group's budget requirements.
So, if combining sophisticated technology with afforaability is the problem, CBSI is
the soruton.

CLASSIC
TRAFFIC & BILLING
SOFTWARE

INTERACCT
ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE

ELITE

TRAFFIC & BILLING
SOFTWARE

Call your CBSI representative today—he's got the right combination for you.

Straight Talk From The Big Name In Broadcast Solutions
Custom Business Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 67 • Reedsport. Oregon 97467
Call 800 547-3930 in the USA and Canada
Telephone 503 271-3681 • FAX 503 271-5721
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end up with an infraction.

BATTLING THE FCC

INK: What would you say is the operating

INK: John Kluge said that one of the

INK: Talk about your recent FCC battle.

philosophy behind Evergreen, which has

biggest, most damaging things in busi-

GINSBURG: We stood up for our rights

forged your growth?

ness is the quarterly statement in apublic

and the rights of our disc jockeys when
the FCC arbitrarily and capriciously attacked some of our Chicago-based broadcasts as indecent. Rolling quickly forward to the last chapter of that litigation,
we were able to ensure that our licenses
were protected, which is our first and
most important obligation. We did not
forfeit asingle dollar in penalties. Number two, we were able to get the FCC to
agree to publish more precise guidelines
on what would be indecent broadcast.
We await the FCC's actions because, if
and when they should decide to publish
some indecency guidelines, we believe it
will help the entire industry.

GINSBURG: Our ability to find the very

company, because people are focusing

best broadcasters — management, sales
executives, programming and promotions
personnel, individuals in every department — in the communities and have
them join our team. This has been the
essence of our ability to grow.

short term instead of long term.

OPERATING PHILOSOPHY

INK: You have aunique corporate culture.

GINSBURG: He was right about that. We

have been able to overcome some of those
hurdles. Although, Imust say that Ibelieve aquarterly financial review is ahelpful thing in many instances. It is not helpful, in all instances, to long-term planning.

If you walk into one of your Radio stations,
it feels different than most. Though busi-

THE SYNDICATION BUSINESS

nesslike, it also seems as if it is alot of fun.

INK: You're into syndication now, syndi-

It is a very inviting environment.

cating Kevin

GINSBURG: We have, in fact, aphiloso-

Brandmeier out of the LOOP.

phy which is the smartest person in the
room is the person with the best idea. By
that, it means that everybody has an
equal opportunity to share their experiences and, in fact, lead any given
effort, whether it be asales effort, a
programming effort, abusiness effort,
or apromotional effort. So, the opportunity for advancement is always
inside one of our Radio stations.

GINSBURG: We have some of the finest

Matthews and Jonathon

talent in America. At our Chicago station, WLUP-FM, Jonathon Brandmeier
does afternoons there. Danny Bonaduce
does the midday shift and, of course,
Kevin Matthews handles mornings.
Kevin is now syndicated in two or three
markets. Ibelieve we'll have more markets lined up soon
INK: Is this syndication effort a serious

INK: What are the hardest and most

project, or is this just kind of a toy?

frustrating moments that you experi-

GINSBURG: I
would say that it is anything

enced and what mistakes did you make

but atoy. With the kind of talent we have
and their ability to attract ratings, Ithink
it will succeed, and particularly with name
brands like Kevin Matthews, Jonathon
Brandmeier and Danny Bonaduce, who
are able to attract agood deal of attention as their syndication begins to achieve
ratings successes in other markets. It is a
small effort that will turn into avery large
effort over time.

that you wished you hadn't?
GINSBURG: The most difficult prob-

lem in starting any business is the
capitol formation. In the early days,
I'll never forget going with the banker
to our AM Radio station in Chicago
explaining why we needed to borrow
two million dollars to pick up this
acquisition. The banker spent two or
three days in the Chicago area trying
Lto r: Matthew E. Devine, Treasurer/CFO;
to determine what would happen if
Ginsburg; and James E. de Castro, President/COO.
one of our towers fell down. Iwas
thinking to myself this entire time,
INK: The legal response you sent the FCC
listen you dummy, that has nothing to do
was probably thicker than the New York
with why you're lending me the money.
City phone book. It pointed out double
The tower could fall and we could put it
standards between TV and Radio.
back up. The fact of the matter is that
GINSBURG: There is no question that
finding the right capitol, by that Imean
there are two standards. That goes not
the patient capitol, to build the company
just for indecency, but for things as obwas my biggest frustration in the early
scure, but as important to morning shows, years. In terms of the current issues, we
as using the telephone. All of us can
have apublicly traded company where
recall at one time or another seeing Dave we have taken our capitol, or at least a
Letterman making phone calls to phone
portion of our capitol, from the public
booths and strangers picking up the
market. We naturally have become conphone. That is an illegal phone call. If it cerned with our day-to-day stock price.
had been done on the Radio ... we would We have learned in the last year and a
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half or two years that you can become
overly concerned on any given day, or
any given week.

A DOMINATING PRESENCE
INK: What should we expect out of Evergreen in the next five years?
GINSBURG: Ithink you should expect us

to take full advantage — as we have in
the past — of the rules of the game. We
have seen the rules change from seven
AMs and seven FMs to 12 and 12, to 18
and 18, and now 20 and 20. In the future,
we will see the national ownership limits
grow again. In addition, we've seen it go
from one AM and one FM to the duopoly
rules which allow you to own two AMs
and two FMs. Ibelieve those local rules
will change as well. Then, you can expect
Evergreen to become more dominant
35 I>
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and more ever-present in each of the
markets that we operate in
INK: You are the fifth company in size right
now ... Are you shooting for number one?
GINSBURG: I've always thought that Avis
was amuch better rental car company
when they were in the number two position and "worked" harder because they
"tried" harder.
INK: One of the things that Ithink people
are concerned about is that companies
like yours are going to gobble up the
entrepreneurial opportunities in Radio. Do
you think that is true?
GINSBURG: The fact of the matter is that
when Ifirst got started in the Radio
business I
was still visiting engineers who
had acquired their broadcast license by
some sort of competitive filing they had
made at the FCC. They won their license
in acomparative hearing. We were talking to the engineers who owned these
licenses. After that, we talked to alot of
family businesses, the single station, mom
and pop family operators that owned the
signal Today, all those acquisition op-

We've found away to get the
expertise of seasoned program
directors into your music every
day, without taking over your
programming, covering up
your local identity, breaking
your budget, or reducing your
commercial inventory.

portunities have been taken advantage of
by ourselves and by other operators. In
order to buy major market properties,
you now have to deal with significant
entities, whether they are corporations,
Merchant Banking Funds, or large multimedia companies. There are no easy ways
to enter major markets. So, Iwould suggest that those entrepreneurial opportunities have already disappeared in the
major markets. Evergreen's game plan is
not to own every Radio station in every
market in the country. Ihave no desire to
do that whatsoever. We want to continue to focus in the large major markets
and become amore dominant presence
in those markets. So, Idon't see us eating
up any opportunities for the operators in
the smaller- and medium-sized markets.
WHY DO IT?

INK: Scott, you've made more money than
most. Why do you do all of this?
GINSBURG: It is aquestion that alot of
people have asked me, "Scott, why don't
you simply take the money off the table
and go enjoy the rest of your life? You're
42 years old. You have plenty of time to

enjoy the money." To those people I
would say that Idon't do this for the
money. Ido it for the pride of working
with people like Jim de Castro and Matt
Devine, [
president and chief financial
officer, respectively]. Ido it because I
think we have some of the best general
managers in the business. Ido it because
I
enjoy providing an umbrella under which
we can build these local organizations and
watch them thrive and provide an opportunity for individuals to create abroadcasting career inside of Evergreen Media.
We very intentionally did not name this
Ginsburg & de Castro Broadcasting, because we wanted it to be an entity that
people could identify with that was beyond the names of either Jim de Castro or
myself. Without question, we are important leaders in this organization, but we
wanted this organization to have life beyond us, to have acode of conduct and a
way of competing that would thrill agroup
of people to be here. Most of our people
are not working for the money, either.
Certainly, money is an important factor.
They are working because they want to be
part of the Evergreen team.

W
E
STAY ON TOP
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HE MUSIC

We stay on top of the music.
You stay on top ofyour market.
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hould you attend this year's NAB spring convention
in Vegas?
If you're looking for an excuse to go to Vegas for afew
days of fun in the sun ... go for it. And if you're looking for
agood Radio convention you'll find NAB much improved.
Last year's NAB had the best Radio agenda that it's had in along
while. To NAB's credit they turned production of the Radio sales
and marketing part of the show over to the Radio Advertising
Bureau, with much of the program duplicated from the RAB's
convention in February. This year, the RAB will again produce the
sales and marketing part of the show, and again much of it will be
duplicated from the February Marketing Leadership Conference.
Word is that more Radio managers and owners will be present this
year and that once again you'll find yourself bumping into other
Radio people more frequently ... sort of like the old days ... before
TV began to dominate the show.
The NAB spring convention really is an equipment show. It's
the place to go if you want to see the latest "cool stuff." And the "stuff"
is more important to your operation than ever before. There have
been more innovations in Radio technical equipment this year
•.
than in the past 20. If you've been waiting to replace your
e e
equipment, now may be the time to make achange.
••
Digital equipment has made it past the fear and
• . •.....
•• a>
iv

reluctance stages ... and chances are it's alittle
more affordable, too.

•

• e e de •
• • e ip., —

RBDS AND HDTV AND EEO, OH MY

It you're still not sure whether you
should attend the convention, let
the accompanying guide help
you. First you should know that
the convention is really five conventions: the Radio Management Conference/RAB Sales & Marketing Conference, the Tele-

vision
Management
Conference/TVB
Annual
Marketing Conference, the NAB MultiMedia World, the
Broadcast Engineering Conference, and the Broadcasters'
Law & Regulation Conference. Our guide highlights all
the Radio sessions ( as well as some recommended Engineering, Law & Regulation, MultiMedia, and TV sessions). After all, Radio is not just about Radio. Many new
technologies in other media will eventually change the
Radio business. It's time to broaden your perspective.
There will be a number of technical sessions
about DAB ( Digital Audio Broadcasting) along
with demonstrations at the Broadcast Engineering
Conference. At the Broadcasters' Law and Regulation Conference you'll get information on Direct
Broadcast Satellite ( DBS), lotteries, contesting
and EEO requirements. Amust- see at the Broadcasters' Law and Regulation Conference is the
session on renewals ( which the NAB says may
save your station). Also at this conference is a
session for managers on upgrading your station, asession on acquiring stations, and one
on how to avoid FCC fines.
We highly recommend attending the
Multimedia World Conference to see what is happening
in that arena. Check out the innovations in RDS, RBDS and subcarrier
products. Check out HDTV and one of the many sessions on
interactive TV. Finally, find out what TV is saying about Radio, the
future of TV, and cross promoting on Radio and TV. In our May 8
issue we'll give you an overview of the new Radio equipment
introduced at the convention.

IN YOUR SPARE TIME
Shows and gambling are the big attraction in Vegas. Shows
going on during the convention include the Oak Ridge Boys teL
Eddie Rabbitt at Bally's ( April 7- 19), Hall & Oates at Caesars Palace
(April 6-9), David Copperfield at Caesars Palace ( April 13-23),
Sheena Easton at the MGM Grand ( April 6- 12) and Siegfried & Roy
at the Mirage ( April 13- May 9). Get your reservations early. The
day you get into town may be too late.
The strip is fun to see but the romantics like to go downtown
to Glitter Gulch. The lights are spectacular and the cab ride is short
and inexpensive. Speaking of cabs ... plan on long cab lines. You
could be waiting up to or over an hour, especially at dinner time and
in the mornings. It's worth the investment to rent acar or better yet,
to rent acar and driver. It may sound extravagant, but after you've
been in line for awhile, you'll wish you had.
Rental cars are available along the strip. You can rent a
convertible and take some great drives around Vegas. There are
some beautiful mountain drives. It's about aone- hour drive to Red
Rock Canyon which is loaded with bright red rocks. It's an hour to
Hoover Dam. And the Grand Canyon flights are breathtaking. If
you can spare half aday or even take afull day, arrange awhite water
rafting trip. And don't miss Old Las Vegas located acouple miles out
of town to the North. It's an old tourist attraction with gun fights
and animals. It's ablast, even for adults. And snowskiing is also just
an hour away.
Other attractions in Vegas include indoor skydiving, laser
beam fights, bungee jumping, water slides, and the world's tallest
tower, the Stratosphere. ( It will not be completed by convention
time but it's spectacular even under construction. Located at the
east end of the strip near Vegas World, the tower will have dining
at the top.) You can even get married by an Elvis impersonator.
Enjoy the Show!
38 ilbe
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NAB '95 RADIO GUIDE
SATURDAY • APRIL 8
1p.m. - 5p.m.
DIGITAL RADIO BROADCAST
TRANSMISSION
This hall - day seminar, presented by the
Broadcast Technology of the Institute of
Electronics Engineers ( EEE/BTS), is intended for the broadcast Radio engineer,
or anyone who needs to understand the
fundamentals of digital audio broadcasting. Topics include: digital communications fundamentals, source coding techniques, bit rate reduction ( compression),
digital modulation, error correction and
mitigation of multipath phenomena. Broadcast Engineering Session

SUNDAY • APRIL 9
9a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
KEYNOTE ADDRESS: FCC COMMISSIONER
JAMES H. QUELL°
9:30 a.m - 12 p.m.
THE ALL- DIGITAL RADIO STATION I:
DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCASTING
Learn the latest on Digital Audio Broadcasting ( DAB) and the various DAB systems to
gain insight into the reality of transitioning
to digital broadcasting. Plus, get updates
from the EIA and NRSC DAB testing programs. Broadcast Engineering Session
1p.m. - 5p.m.
THE ALL- DIGITAL RADIO STATION II:
DIGITAL AUDIO PRODUCTION
Explore the various types of digital production equipment from inexpensive enhancements to large editing systems. Discover
how networking devices over aLAN can
make even the smallest facilities more efficient. Learn how to select the best digital
audio workstation for your facility. Broadcast Engineering Session
THE IMA MULTIMEDIA BOOT CAMP
Explore the basics needed to navigate the
ever-changing environment of interactive
multimedia. You'll gain a framework to
help define and understand relationships
among technology providers and distributors, and the creators and owners of multimedia content. Topics include arapid oh-

entation to multimedia platforms, end user
target markets, new and future technologies and key issues affecting market growth.
NAB MultiMedia World Session
2p.m. - 4 p.m.
*SMALL/MEDIUM MARKET IDEA SWAP
NAB sannual idea swap has become one ol
the spring show's most popular events.
Everything from programming to cost-cutting will be up for discussion. Bring your
notepad ;you're going to take home afull
list of moneymakers and moneysavers. Radio
Management Session
RAISE RATINGS AND RATES WITH
BETTER RADIO COPY
\"vi ter/producer IyFord shows you how
to write and produce spots that keep listeners through spot breaks, deliver results for
clients, and improve TSL. This session
covers working with the client, developing
an approach, jump starting the creative
process, writing copy, sound and production. Radio Manaaentent Session
3:30 p.m. - 5p.m.
A PRIMER ON MULTIMEDIA AND THE
INTERNET
In this overview of the Internet, including
Mosaic and other related software, you'll
learn how the Internet works, what its
multimedia capabilities are, how to become an Internet service provider, and see
demonstrations of various Internet services.
NAB Multi-Media World Session
4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
RADIO OPENING RECEPTION
Its agreat way to start oft the convention.
Stop by to see old friends and make new
contacts ... everybody loves the opening
reception. Don't miss it.

MONDAY • APRIL 10

business will be like by 2001 from one of
the industry's leaders. Learn how astation
should position itself in the sales area, both
nationally and locally, and with what tools.
Find out what you can expect to see happen
with cable, interactivity and mergers. Teievigion Manaaement/TVB Session
10:30 a.m. - 12 a.m.
RADIO DATA BROADCASTING: PRESENT
AND FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES
Radio data bi oadcasti tit.; may provide new
revenue opportunities for stations. RDBS
and new developments in high-speed data
transmission will allow broadcasters to use
their spectrum in totally new ways. Learn
about some of the ideas being proposed
that could have apositive impact on your
business. Broadcast Engineering Session
11 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.
*25 MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES TO
TAKE YOU TO THE TOP
Find out what happens when each of five
top Radio station managers is asked to
share his or her five favorite management
techniques. Five different philosophies, five
different styles: 25 different, but effective
management techniques. Come pick the
ones that are right for you. Radio Management Session
11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
DUOPOLY AND LMA DEALS: CREATIVE
COMBINATIONS IN A COMPETITIVE
MARKET
With the FCC laying the groundwork tor
new TV ownership and TV "LMA" rules,
proposing new "minority and female ownership" and "ownership attribution" rules,
and making adjustments to the Radio ownership and LMA standards, this session
offers insights on how to best take advantage of these changing FCC regulations.
Broadcasters' Latv & Regulation Session

9a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
ALL INDUSTRY OPENING
10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
TVB WORKSHOP: 2001 ODYSSEY: ARE
YOU READY FOR THE FUTURE?
Gain aperspective of what the broadcast

11 a.m. • 1:45 p.m
*RADIO PRODUCTION WORKSHOP
Led by the Radio industry's most soughtafter production experts, this workshop,
designed for managers of all market sizes,
promises to further develop your production skills. Radio Management Session
40

*Indicates sessions designed with aspecial focus on the small market.
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Don't miss your best opportunity for real success!
We have finally gotten
Ken Greenwood to write the
formula that has served him
well for over 40 years.
• How to develop sales leads
• How to manage asales staff
• How to sell anything from products to ideas
Available now at the introductory price of
$29.95 • SAVE $ 10.00 off the $ 39.95 price

This hardcover book is amust
for everyone in broadcasting.
Learn the secrets Ken has used to train
over 3,000 successful Radio executives.

LeLb Lift

NO RISK GUARANTEE: Iunderstand that if I
am not satisfied

fc rany reason, I
may return the bo)k within 30 days.
J

YES, send me

copies of Ken Greeiwood's new book at $ 29.95 (plus $ 5.50 S&H.)
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MONDAY • APRIL 10
12:30 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.
NEWSROOM TECHNOLOGIES
Radio news coverage in the year 2000.
Concepts and technologies to position your
news operation to compete in the next
century. Radio Management Session
CONTESTS, LOTTERY AND CASINO ADS,
PLUS STATION PROMOTIONS — WHAT
IS AND ISN'T LEGAL?
tLts and promotions are at the forefront
of stations' creative ways of gaining audience
and advertisers. But which ones are legal and
which might lead to an FCC fine? And what
about the growth of Native American casinos
and riverboat gambling? What bets are on —
or off— for broadcast advertising? Broadcasters' Law 8, Regulation Session
LIBEL, PRIVACY AND NEWSROOM LAW
FOR BROADCASTERS: RUNNING A
COMPETITIVE STATION THAT COMPLIES
WITH THE LAW
Each day stations make programming and
news choices that run the risk of libel, privacy and other related claims. How do you
avoid these mine fields? And how do you
stay on top of your reporters' rights and
restrictions? Get the latest on these critical
issues. Broadcasters' Law 8r Regulation Session

*Indicates sessions designed with aspecial focus on the small market.

pens and industry leaders offer their perspectives and expectations for the future.
Broadcasters' Law 8, Regulation Session

EEO? And what are the steps to take, each
day, in recruiting and hiring minorities and
women? Broadcasters' Law 8, Regulation Session

BROADCASTERS AND TAXATION:
COVERING YOUR ASSETS
Leading tax experts of ier guidance on how
to reduce taxes, avoid tax hassles and make
the most of tax law changes. What's the
"Multistate Tax Commission" and how is it
affecting stations? Also, a "how to" guide
on getting refunds on telephone long-distance excise taxes. Broadcasters' Law 8, Regulation Session

9a.m. - 4 p.m.

3:30 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.
*MANAGING PEOPLE NEW TO RADIO
They love Radio ;they've still got the stars
in their eyes and they want more than
anything to work for you. Only one problem: they've never worked for astation
before. How do you train a newcomer?
This session answers this eternal Radio
question. Radio Management Session
*BEST OF THE RADIO PROMOTIONS
These are the best, the ones that worked so
well they were entered into anational contest
... and won. The winners are here to tell you
how they did it and what they did that turned
asimple idea into aworld-class promotion.
Radio Management Session

2p.m. - 3:15 p.m.

3:30 p.m. - 5p.m.

MANAGERS LOOK AT DIGITAL
BROADCASTING
it the wave of the future or atechnological
boondoggle? Will it usher Radio into the
21st century or unduly strain our resources
at the very time when we should be circling
our financial wagons? This session brings
you up-to-date. Radio Management Session

PROFITING FROM MULTIMEDIA:
INTERACTIVE TV PROGRAMMING
Learn the benefits of, and how to make
money with, interactive television programming. Included will be proposed services and
approaches to delivery of interactive programming, as well as technological requirements. NAB MultiMedia World Session

*MAKING SATELLITE PROGRAMMING
SOUND LOCAL
You have aresponsibility to your listeners
(and to the FCC) to make your station
sound and be as local as possible. How do
you accomplish this when most of your
programming is being beamed in via satellite from alocation half acontinent away?
The answer may be simpler than you think.
Tune in as successful satellite broadcasters
tell you how they accomplished the impossible. Radio Management Session
SATELLITE DAB FORUM
Is satellite digital audio broadcasting on the
way ... or isn't it? What's the FCC's agenda
for resolving whether terrestrial broadcasters will have to compete with dozens of new
audio channels nationwide? A group of ex-

RADIO
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TUESDAY • APRIL 11
7:30 a.m. • 8:45 a.m.
FCC CHAIRMAN'S BREAKFAST
Participate in an open discussion with Reed
Hundt on the most critical issues and regulatory developments for broadcasters.
9 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
MEETING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY OBLIGATIONS IN THE 1990S:
DIVERSE STAFFS AND DIVERSE IDEAS
With the FCC reviewing and revising its
EEO program and its related system of enforcing EEO rules, get the latest on how to
avoid violating these "core" FCC requirements. What's the FCC's revised policy on

RAB SALES & MARKETING SESSIONS
TVB ANNUAL MARKETING CONFERENCE
SESSION I: FACT OR FICTION
he\ in Llanciy, author ut the well-known
own book, "Marketing Myths are Killing
Business," will present 170 myths that are
killing products, services and brands. He
will steer you toward unconventional thinking and challenge many accepted marketing truths.
SESSION II: NATIONAL ADVERTISING:
INTO THE NEW MILLENNIUM
A cross-section of major national advertisers discuss issues such as: the effect of affiliation switches on buys ;how new technologies ( i.e. split copy network) will impact the
overall advertising landscape ;and the value
of advertising vs. promotional dollars.
12 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
NAB/RAB RADIO LUNCHEON
Radio's big event, the NAB/RAB luncheon,
will be ashow stopper again this year. In
addition to the keynote address, the 10
winners of the NAB Crystal Radio Awards
will be announced and Gary Owens will be
inducted into the NAB's Broadcasting Hall
of Fame.
1p.m. • 2:30 p.m.
PROFITING FROM MULTIMEDIA: ONLINE INFORMATION SERVICES
Discover new business models for providing multimedia on-line services and how to
make money with on-line multimedia services, including CD-ROMs linked to online services. Plus, explore the notion of
creating on-line content "networks." NAB
MultiMedia World Session
1p.m. - 5p.m.
RADIO REMOTE BROADCASTING: THE
LATEST DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES.
Radio remotes provide signit icant revenue
opportunities for many stations. However,
the quality of remotes often dissatisfies the
client. In this session, discover how some
new simple technologies can provide studio remotes at avery low cost. Broadcast
Engineering Session
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TUESDAY • APRIL 11

9a.m. - 12 p.m.

FUTURES SUMMIT: AVISIT WITH THE
DAVID SARNOFF RESEARCH CENTER
DEFENDING YOUR BROADCAST LICENSE
Join Jim Carnes president and CEO of the
— A RENEWAL WAKE-UP SESSION
David Sarnoff Research Center, for an overIor all stations— Radio and TV — preparview of the groundbreaking work going on in
ing for license renewal is a full-time,
their labs. Then experience live demonstramultiyear job. Get a " Berlitz" course on
tions of the cutting-edge technologies that
how to avoid renewal hassles and run a will affect the future of television broadcaststation that won't be the target of a "petiing, including DBS, HDTV, 3D TV, super
tion to deny" or "competing application."
servers and insertion billboards. Television ManBroadcasters' Lato & Regulation Session
agement Session
2p.m. - 3:15 p.m.

TECHNICAL REGULATORY ISSUES: RADIO
& TV PART I
Discuss the latest FCC regulatory issues that
are impacting the Radio and television industries, including reviews of FAA matters,
spectrum issues, unattended broadcast operations, FCC inspections and RFR guidelines and all the major technical regulatory
issues affecting broadcasters today. Broadcast Engineering Session
9a.m. - 4 p.m.
RAB SALES & MARKETING SESSIONS

3:30 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.
REGULATORY DIALOGUE
Following an informal "Coffee Break/Ice
Cream Social" with the FCC leadership,
this session will feature the FCC Commissioners in a wide-ranging discussion of
communications policy developments affecting broadcasters and other media. This
is your opportunity to ask questions directly to the FCC Commissioners. Broadcasters' Last ,& Regulation Session
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With Us It's Easy and Affordable

3:30 p.m. - 5p.m.
PROF ITING FROM MULTIMEDIA: ADVERTISING, MARKETING & PROMOTION
This session focuses on the value of multimedia in the sales and marketing world,
including diskettes, CD-ROMs and electronic kiosk marketing and advertising.
NAB MultiMedia World Session

WEDNESDAY • APRIL 12
9 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
UPGRADING YOUR RADIO STATION — A
MANAGER'S GUIDE
Whether its apower increase, amove in the
station site or main studio, or achange in your
community of license, get the latest on your
options and opportunities. Also, an update on
the FCC's implementation of the expanded
AM band and its progress on eliminating the
"freeze" on some station upgrades. Broadcasters'
Lau, & Regulation Session
9a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
KEYNOTE: NED BARNHOLDT, SENIOR VP,
TMO OPERATIONS, HEWLETT PACKARD
Discover the impact ot new multimedia technologies on the broadcasting and telecommunications industries and Hewlett Packard's
views on key market segments being expanded by video servers and other new technologies. NAB MultiMedia World Session

W
hNPR Satellite Services, you
don't have to worry about building an

uplink to get your network underway.
We not only provide dependable and
flexible satellite space segment, we'll
provide you with atransportable
uplink while you build your own. Or,
iF you want to eliminate your start-up
capital costs, you can use one of our
uplinks in major markets across the
United States on afull-time bus' s
Our C-band, Single Channel Per
Carrier ( SCPC) space on Galaxy IV,
known for its reliability, has the
flexibility to provide digital or analog
audio, and allows you to controtyour
network broadcasts from asingle
location. And now we can also
provide ComStream digital audio
equipment for your radio network.
Call us to discuss putting together
asatellite services package that
works for you at (202) 41142626.

're
NPR SATELLITE

SERVICES

®

635 Massachusetts Avenue NW • Washinaton DC 20001 • ( 202) 414-2626

Stop By Booth # 4221/4222 at NAB ' 95
Circle Reader Service #128
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SPECIAL REPORT
4141

WEDNESDAY • APRIL 12
10:30 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
AVOIDING FCC FINES — A COMMISSION
RULE ENFORCEMENT PRIMER
How will the I.CC be enlorcing its rules
throughout the rest of the '
90s? What are
the rules that are on the FCC's "most violated" and "most enforced" lists? Get the
latest on avoiding FCC fines. Broadcasters'
Law & Regulation Session
RADIO MUSIC LICENSING — RIGHTS,
WRONGS AND RATE COURTS

With the addition of aBMI rate court, what
are the ongoing and future developments
in music licensing? How do broadcasters
minimize music licensing fees and help
prevent new assessments from other people
in the music business? Get the answers you
need. Broadcasters' Law & Regulation Session

kers, financial analysts, group owners and
communications lawyers — will offer their
insights and advice. Learn how broadcasters can expand and maximize their holdings lawfully ... and according to sound
financial plans. Joint Broadcasters' Lau, and
Regulation, Radio Management and Television
Management Session

1p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
STATION ACQUISITIONS — BUYING AND
SELLING STATIONS IN A CHANGING
REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
In this session, an array ni experts — ranging from FCC officials to broadcast bro-

2p.m. • 5p.m
*RADIO STATION TOURS
Let luxurious buses take you to some of Las
Vegas' top Radio stations. These tours are
always popular, so sign up early. Seating is
limited. Radio Management Session
3p.m. • 5p.m

ARBITRON talks to diary keepers by

12+ Share Mon- Sun 6- Midnight

phone...
TransAmerica does too.

INTERACTIVE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
BROADCASTERS
Produced jointly with the Interactive Television Association, this block of sessions
will examine the interactive technologies
available today for over- the- air broadcasters. Ageneral overview will be followed by
three breakout sessions on entertainment
applications, advertising applications and
using interactivity to build viewer loyalty.
Television Management Session ,

5 —

THURSDAY • APRIL 13

4 —

9a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

3 —
I
2+ Share Before
TransAmerica
Program

2 --.I —
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Arbitron share trends
Sourtc

ROUNDTABLE SESSION: CROSS PROMOTING ON RADIO & TELEVISION
How do you promote Radio on amedium
that's visual? How do you promote television on amedium that's aural. Similar questions, different solutions. Find out how you
can make the paradox of cross- promotion
work to your advantage. Joint Radio Management and TV Management Session

top lo Market TransAmenta , hent

9a.m. - 12 p.m.

Choose the phone experts.

TransAmerica
Marketing Services, Inc.

8130 Boone Boulevard, Vienna, Virginia 22182-2640 Phone 703/903-9500 Fax 703/903-9511

RADIO RF WORKSHOP: MAINTAINING
THE SIGNAL
This session covers RF transmission systems.
Discussion topics include AM and FM transmitters and antenna systems — the final link
to Radio listeners. Broadcast Engineering Session
10:45 a.m. - 12 p.m.
*ROUNDTABLE SESSION: MONEYMAKERS
— WINNING SALES PROMOTION IDEAS
An NAB tradition. This annual exchange of
sales promotion ideas is guaranteed to make
money for yourstation. Prizes will be awarded
for the most unique station promotions, so
come prepared to share you ideas. Joint Radio
Management and TV Management Session

Circle Reader Service # 129
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Susan Solomon,
President and CEO, SW Networks

SW Networks President and

cific, readily identifiable pace,

CEO Susan Solomon offers acur-

sound and mood. The overall feel

riculum vitae that includes aspec-

of each show echoes the feel of the

tacular list of executive positions in

individual format, be it Hip- Hop,

entertainment, law and finance in-

Alternative, NAC or Classical. By

cluding independent concert pro-

creating these 'aural terrains' we

moter, A&R Director for Vanguard

make it possible for listeners to im-

Records, law practice at Debevoise,

merse themselves in the genre —

Plimpton, Vice President of Business

and to fully experience the music."

Affairs of CBS Productions and CBS

The concept of immersion is

Broadcast International, senior in-

reinforced in the on-line compo-

vestment banker for MMG Patricof

nent of SW programming. " Iview

& Co., and Executive Vice President

the introduction of on-line services

of the Andrews Group, Inc.

as anatural, evolutionary step for

"It's been afascinating journey,"
S
P
E
C
I
A
L

radio; telephone call-ins have been

said Solomon of her diverse career.
"And now, as CEO of SW Networks, Ihave atremendous op-

an integral part of the medium for
decades, and computer call-ins are anatural extension," said

portunity to combine my legal, business and financial interests

Solomon. " Of course, SW's on-line plans go beyond simple

in agroundbreaking endeavor. Iwelcome the challenge, and

computer call-ins.

am thrilled to be working simultaneously in the areas of multimedia communications and music."

"SW's interactive, on-line services will serve as acomplement to each of SW's programs. Our on-line sites are being

With SW Networks releasing programming ranging from

designed with the sensibilities of each genre — when you go to

Alternative (static") and Hard Music (
Pure ConcreteTM) to

SW's Alternative page you'll know exactly where you are, and

A
D

Country (
Country's Most WantedTM) and NAC (
Smooth FM"

the same will be true for every one of the genres we produce.

& Personal Notes" hosted by Dave Koz), and developing pro-

Listeners and affiliate stations will be able to react to, and in-

V

gramming ranging from Classical (
Classic FM USTM) to Talk

teract with, SW Networks' audio programming, thereby height-

E
R
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(Success RadioTM) Solomon is surrounded by awide variety of

ening the sense of listener ` belonging' that is inherent in the

sounds on adaily basis. " One of the wonderful things about

SW concept."

G
S
E
C
T
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N

this job," said Solomon, " is re-discovering music as agenuine,
consuming passion."
Allowing radio listeners to rediscover theirpassion for music

"I realize," said Solomon, "that the vision we have for SW
is quite broad and ambitious. But given the extraordinary staff
we have managed to assemble — including VP of Program-

is at the center of the SW Networks concept. "They say you

ming Corinne Baldassano, VP of Affiliate Marketing and Ad-

never really learn aforeign language until you travel to the coun-

vertising Sales, Gary Fisher and the cyber-visionary who is busy

try where it's spoken," said Solomon. "There are athousand

constructing our on-line component, Gordon Gould — the

subtleties — cultural nuances, lingual rhythms — that have to

success of that vision is already afait accompli."

be experienced to be understood. The same is true for any given

"Radio is about to experience arenaissance," said Solomon.

musical genre. It's through direct experience — total immer-

"By following our niche-targeted approach to programming,

sion — that listeners come to fully participate in agiven sound.

and by closely tying interactive, on-line services to that pro-

In order to address this concept, we've made certain that each

gramming, SW Networks will be in aperfect position to help

component of SW's programming carries its own genre-spe-

define radio's next golden age."
Photo: Joan Marcus

ADVERTISEMENT

networks

Niche-casting
In the 90's SW Style
Gary Fisher, Vice President,
Advertising Sales & Affiliate Marketing

In the 1920's, the first

Networks: The Radio Pic-

approach 14% of the mar-

radio programs were created

ture Company, we are con-

ket, and each enjoys atop

tems assist, complement

to drive sales of radio sets.

vinced that niche-program-

rank among their target de-

and enhance, rather than

Ever since that time the ra-

ming is the perfect response

mographics. This growth

drive, our strategy. We can

dio business, at both the sta-

to increasingly fragmented

can be directly attributed to

place aworld of resources at

tion and national levels, has

musical tastes. Our re-

the exquisitely programmed,

your disposal, as well as pro-

been content and program-

search studies indicate that

niche- targeted approach

vide the plan that will help

ming-driven, as opposed to

audiences are increasingly

each has now taken toward

your station thrive and grow.

advertising sales- or technol-

willing to embrace the au-

different segments of the

In fact, at SW we won't

ogy-driven. The current re-

dio results of what's being

CHR universe. The fasci-

even ask for your station

naissance in radio is no ex-

called the "demassification"

nating caveat is this: Z100,

unless we have aplan to

ception: all of SW Networks'

of radio formats and pro-

WPLJ and WQHT all grew

help improve it.

research and pilot studies

gramming.

bigger by getting smaller,

indicate that radio will be

The dramatic success of

Our high-tech delivery sys-

even more programming-

niche-targeting is exemplified in the experience of

Demassification drives

three New York stations:

local stations to distinguish

Company's programming, our

programming focus.

For complete details on SW
Networks: The Radio Picture

tion of FM's rapid ascen-

Z100, WPLJ and Hot97

themselves from the pack

new proprietary digital tech-

dancy in the late 60's, tech-

(WQHT). Three years ago,

by super-serving agiven

nology and multi-media on-

nology-driven approaches to

all three stations were pur-

age-sex cell in aspecific mu-

line opportunities-plus an

radio have met with little

suing relatively mass- market

sical genre. National networks

evaluation of which SW Net-

success. AM stereo, quadra-

approaches to program-

can profitably respond to

works programs or formats

phonic stereo, RBDS and

ming. As aresult, all three

such trends in local radio by

might be rightfor your station,

co-channel synchrocasting

were mired in aratings

providing niche-program-

please call Ron Rivlin (East

all failed in terms of real im-

slump: in the Fall 1992

ming that affiliates can

Coast) or Joyce MacDonald

pact. Programming has al-

ARB, the three stations ac-

seamlessly integrate into

(West Coast) in SWNetworks'

ways been the indipensable

counted for atotal of only

their bullseye-targeted pro-

Affiliate Marketing Divi-

gramming strategies.

sion at 212-833-7320 or

soul—the ghost in the ma-

9% of the New York listen-

chine—of radio. Build the

ing audience. The broad ap-

right programming, and they

proach was yielding small,

to provide exactly the sort

non-distinct, undifferenti-

of niche- targeted music,

ated audiences.

news and talk programming

will come (or, at least, cume.)
The real trick, of course,
is to know what sort of programming to build. At SW

Currently, the aggregate
Z100/WPLJ/WQHT shares

E

and more narrow in their

driven in the future.
With the notable excep-

S

SW Networks' goal is

that radio wants and that the
modern listener demands.

Fax us at 212-833-4994.
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SALES PROMOTION PLANNER
or alarge client location and listeners ( pre- registered)

ideas you should start planning now

will race go-carts to win tickets to the Indy 50o.
(Contestants must sign release forms).
."A Maid for Mom." Giveaway free maid service for
Mother's Day, or have your DJs clean alistener's home
for Mother's Day.

JUNE
TARGET PRODUCTS
Bridal Gifts

Men's Wear

Hardware

Cameras & Film
DATES TO REMEMBER
6 Country Music Fan Fair
18 Father's Day

Teacher Day
21 1st Day of Summer

14 Flag Day
Graduation

NATIONAL
Dairy, Safe Boating, Fresh Fruits & Veggies, Rose, Pest Control Month

SURF'S UP
June is a big month to head for the nearest place
featuring large bodies of water. Whether it's an
ocean, pool, water park, or ahose in the backyard,
staying cool is of most importance. Now is the time
to talk to pool supply companies, swimwear
companies and travel agents who book trips to the
beaches. A recent survey shows that tropical
beaches are the top destination choice for 75
percent of men, 66 percent of women and 85
percent of 21- to 34-year- olds. Everyone will drink
plenty of soft drinks, beer, and have plenty of
snacks on the trips. Most women will diet profusely before sliding on their new bikinis. There are
many sales opportunities if you work fast!
SUMMER FUN
•"Travel & Leisure Expo." Host an expo featuring

APRIL QUICK FIX
." City's Largest Bunny Hop." At aclient location have
children participate for a charity donation. Have an
egg hunt and games & prizes.
•" Bicycle Upgrade Sale." A bike shop gives discounts
on new bikes to customers who donate old bikes to
a children's charity.
." Patty O'Furniture Giveaway." For St. Patrick's Day
give away patio furniture. If your station is in aparade
have the DI ride on the furniture to display for aclient.
DATES TO REMEMBER
April Fool's Day
2
Begin Daylight Savings
14

Good Friday

-1K•A

letIteS

OM —

boat dealers, travel agents, leisure destinations,
rental cars, etc.
•"Summer Lake/Beach Patrol." Load up the van
with soft drinks and sponsor prizes and head to
the nearest body of water packed with listeners.

DATES TO REMEMBER
5 Cinco De Mayo
6 Kentucky Derby
14 Mother's Day
zo Armed Forces Day
28 Indianapolis 5oo
29 Memorial Day
NATIONAL
Mental Health, Barbecue and Photo Month, Pet Week

JULY
TARGET PRODUCTS
Picnic Supplies; Sporting Goods; Barbecue Supplies;
Fast Food/Restaurants; Electric Utilities; Outdoor Furniture
DATES TO REMEMBER
4
16

e' Super Sidewalk Sales." Encourage astrip mall to
host sidewalk sales with snacks, cold drinks, and
trip giveaways.
•"Beach Party." Bring in the sand and have aparty
with many clients in a hotel or large area. Have
bands, food, prizes, and avolleyball tournament.
." Concert Millionaire." A station employee will
attend a concert and pass out cash to anyone
wearing the call letters. You can have prizes from
sponsors in envelopes and promote on the air the
week before. This gives the station a good presence at the concert.

Independence Day
Ice Cream Day
Christmas in July Sates

NATIONAL
Baked Bean, Ice Cream, Tennis, Peach and Hot Dog
Month

AUGUST
TARGET PRODUCTS
School & Office Supplies; Fall Fashions; Luggage;
Vision Centers; Computers; Book Stores/Colleges;
Musical Instruments
DATES TO REMEMBER
Back to School
Summer Clearance Sales

17

Tax Deadline Day

16
26

Easter
Professional Secretaries Day

n
16
28

NATIONAL
Alcohol Awareness, Home Improvement, Lawn &
Garden, Keep America Beautiful, Prevention of Animal

Presidential Joke Day
Elvis Died
Commercial Radio Broadcasting Day

NATIONAL
Romance Awareness Month, Eye Exam Month

Cruelty and Stress Awareness Month

MAY QUICK FIX
•"Free Backyard Barbecue." Giveaway free barbecues
from participating sponsors. Register in fun ways such
as: pig impressions, inviting Ells over with apoem, or
register at a location.
."Go- Cart to Indianapolis." Block off downtown streets,

*Radio Ink assumes no responsibility for the viability of
the promotions mentioned. Stations are advised to check
with legal council regarding legality and possible lottery.

Sales Promotion Planner is compiled by Kim Stiles,
creator of The Stiles System Radio Day Planner. She
may be reached at 919-8 46-6 449.

Renaissance by Ward-Beck
the audio console that answers the needs
of contemporary radio broadcasters.

Contact Ward- Beck for information
or pricing on Renaissance or
any other renowned WBS products by calling toll-free now at
1-800-771-2556 and ask for Eugene
Johnson, Michael Jordan or Scott
Miller.

E
CANADA

Thoughtful design, sleek styling and legendary Ward- Beck craftsmanship
makes Renaissance the perfect choice for today's " desk-top" environment.
Renaissance functions superbly and transitions smoothly through live, liveassist and walk-away on-air operating modes.
• Integrates easily with most automation systems
• Includes four telephone send outputs
• Fully modular to simplify expansion and service
• 8, 16 and 24 input channel mainframes available
Value priced to fit most budgets!

WARD- BECK Systems Ltd.
841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario M1H 2X4 Canada
1-800-771-2556

416-438-6550 Voice

416-438-3865 Fax
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lists' at work te
Classic Hits from
The Beatles to
The 90's...

Lots of chances
to WIN...
THOUSANDS i
THOUSANDS
in Cash!

Move Up from Carts to
Touchscreen Di ital Audio
Play Any Audio at aTouch

12:15:38P

Nothing else makes radio as fast or easy as
having all your spots, sounders and sweepers
start with your fingertip- always on-line and
ready to play from hard disk. And nothing
else makes your station sound as good or as
exciting as touchscreen digital and creative
talent with the new Scott Studio System!

Young Country Event Line Promo

Here's how it works: Six buttons on the left of
the 17" computer touchscreen play what's on
your program log. Scheduled spots, promos,
PSAs and live copy come in automatically
from your Scott System Production Bank and
your traffic and copy computers. You see
legible labels for everything, showing full
names,
intro times,
lengths, endings,
announcer initials, outcues, posts, years,
tempos and trivia. Your jocks can rearrange
anything easily by touching arrows (at midscreen), or opening windows with the entire
day's log and lists of all your recordings.

:00/4:00/F JIN DA2608 12:18:40

On the right, 18 "hot keys" start unscheduled jingles, sounders, effects, comedy
or promos on the spur of the moment.
You get 26 sets of 18 user-defined instant
"hot keys" for your jocks' different needs.
Large digital timers automatically count down
intro times, and flash at 60-, 45-, and 30seconds before endings. You also get countdowns the last 15 seconds of each event.

Copyright 1995 by Scott Studios Corp.

Q: Call today!
:00/0:33/C PRO DA0307 12:15:4i

Doc at the Dance Palace ton ite
Young Country Traffic Bed

World's Easiest Contest
Close
G

Q: IKnow the Answer!

:00/0:18/C PRO T02214 12:22:42
Burger
r)
King $2Breakfast
AT
CI: ILove This Place!
0/1 :00/C CM DA1103 12:23:43
!KMart Photo Finishing
SB
0: Across from Eastland.
:01/1:00/C COM DA4310 12:24:01
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Happy
'day
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Young Country Jingle
C): 99 point five.
:00/0:06/C JIM DA1037 12:25:01
The Scott Studio System is your best way to make the move to digital audio and eliminate
troublesome carts. Each button on the touchscreen plays whatever you want instantly. Ali
scheduled spots, jingles, promos and scripts come in from your traffic and copy computers.
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The World's Fastest Playback!

live Copy On Screen

Sound Better With Digital Editing

Touch either of the two buttons at the top
right of the main screen to see our "Wall of
Carts" with all your audio on-line! Touch
the sound, spot, jingle, promo, PSA or
comedy you want and it plays instantly.
Or, you can put it anywhere you want in the
day's schedule. Audio is displayed any five
ways you like.

Live tags, weather, promo copy, music trivia,
contest copy and winners' lists automatically
pop up on your Scott System's screen.

Scott Systems' graphic waveform editors
work wonders with phone calls in the air
studio and creative spots and promos in
production.

The Scott System also gives you a "Make
Good" button so it's quick and easy to
reschedule missed spots or promos.

Instant Requests from Hard Drive
Our most popular option is 9 gigabyte disks
with 1,000 songs pre-dubbed for free!
The audio quality of digital music from the
Scott System hard drive meets or beats the
best CDs.
And nothing could be faster than song
requests from the Scott System! You also get
five "Wall of Carts" with music that plays at a
touch! Songs are displayed by title, artist,
year, length, category, or any ways you like.

The Best Digital Audio

Your Best Investment

When spots, promos, PSAs, or any other
digital audio events are recorded, they're
immediately playable in all your Scott
System air studios. Nobody wastes time
carrying carts down the hall or redubbing
spots for additional stations.

The Scott System leads the industry with
the biggest broadcast groups like Shamrock,
Alliance, Salem, Saga, Liggett, Regent,
Tichenor, Heftel, Waterman, Max, Atlantic,
and Rawlco in Canada. Our major markets
include Detroit, D.C., Dallas, Miami-Ft.
Lauderdale, San Diego, Denver, Oklahoma
City, San Antonio, Greensboro, and others
large and small from Bangor to Bakersfield.

One question you don't have to worry
about with the Scott System is "What if it
breaks?"
The Scott Cart Replacement
System comes complete with every spot
and jingle stored redundantly on two hard
disks with asplit-second switch to the " hot
standby" computer and its own backup
audio outputs!
You get touchscreen
convenience, digital quality, and backup
redundancy for no more money than cart
machines and commercial carts.
Circle Reader Service # 132
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in afiling box and use them as areference for tried-and-true copy ideas. Send
your great Radio spot copy by fax to 407-655-6134, or mail to: Radio Ink, Attn.: Copy Clips, 224 Datura Street • 7th Floor, West Palm Beach, FL
33401. Please remember to include your address, the copy category, client's name, your name, title, station and whether the spot is : 3o or : 6o.

SHOE STORE

COMPUTER

AUTO REPAIR

:60 MODERN SHOESTORE
(sfx: store door opens, bell rings, etc.) Bigfoot:
Grunting, breathing. etc. Store Clerk: Hi, welcome to
Modern Shoe Store, can I aaahhhh. It's Bigfoot!
Bigfoot: grumbles ... Ineed shoes! Store Clerk: Well,
you came to the right place ... Modern Shoe Store
has all kinds of shoes ... Bigfoot: Ineed big shoes
.... Store Clerk: Oh, well we've got big shoes here
at Modern Shoe Store. Men's shoes to size triple
"E" width. Bigfoot: Triple " E?" That's my size! Store
Clerk: Sure. We've got brand names like Hush
Puppy, Nunbush, Dexter, and New Balance sneakers in size 4 " E" widths. Bigfoot: Wow! Ican play
basketball again! Store Clerk: Right! And " Big" ...
can Icall you " Big?" Bigfoot: Grumbles ... Store
Clerk: " Big" ... Modern Shoe Store has just added
men's Rockports in hard- to- fit sizes. Bigfoot:
Rockports! Hmmm ... Tag: Modern Shoe Store in
Schenectady has men's dress and casual shoes,
and sneakers, for all you " Bigfoots" out there. In a
wide variety of hard-to- fit sizes. And Modern Shoe
Store does repairs, too. Tag.
Marty Brandon, WGY-AM/WRVE-FM
RADIO
Schenectady

:60 COMPLETE COMPUTER SOLUTIONS
(sfx: sound of phones ringing and hanging up) Alot
of individuals and big businesses throughout Central Pennsylvania have told the computer mailorder houses and wholesale clubs to " Byte It." (into
music) That's because more and more individuals
and businesses have discovered " Complete Computer Solutions." Complete Computer Solutions in
Camp Hill will match or beat almost any price on
computers and computer software, including mailorder houses and wholesale clubs — with quantity
discounts and wholesale pricing for resellers available! But that's not all — Complete Computer
Solutions is Novell certified, offering service for
most major brands of PCs and printers, 24 hours a
day — seven days a week! What really sets Complete Computer Solutions apart is their personal
attention to every customer, from the home computer and area networks, to the multistatewide area
networks. So, tell those other guys to " Byte It," and
call Complete Computer Solutions. In-house and
on- site training available. Tag.
Stephanie Pedrick, WHP-AM/WRVV-FM
RADIO
Harrisburg, PA
INK

:60 ACE MUFFLER
When you take the family on afive-day getaway to
Wally World ... (whiny kid voices) Dad, are we there
yet? Mom, Johnny hit me ... I'm hungry ... Ihave to
go potty ... (fade down) The last thing you need is
a problem with your car ... so, bring it into Ace
Muffler today for an inspection before you go ... Ace
is much more than just mufflers ... Ace Muffler's
expert staff can repair your air conditioner and
brakes, for a cool and safe trip ... Ace will also
replace those worn-out tires and do that front-end
work you've been putting off ... Don't spend your
vacation waiting for atow truck along the interstate
— bring your car, truck or van into Ace Muffler
before leaving town ... the knowledgeable staff at
Ace Muffler will send you off to an enjoyable
vacation ... Ace Muffler can't do anything about
whiny kids ... but, they can make it asafer, more
comfortable trip for everyone ... Bring your vehicle
in today ... air-conditioning repair, tires, brakes,
front-end repair and peace of mind — that's Ace
Muffler, (location).
Kirk Marske, WXLP-FM Davenport, IA
mum
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DINER CARD
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:60 DINER' S REVIEW CARD
Woman: (bluntly) Honey, that's it ... Iquit. Man:
(nervous) Wh what do you mean — quit? Quit what?
Woman: I've decided I'm not going to cook anymore. Man: But dear, we can't survive on my
cooking alone. There's just so many frozen dinners
we can eat. Woman: Ijust picked up a Diners
Review Card. With it, we can enjoy two entrees for
the price of one at some of the finest restaurants in
Rutland and Bennington Counties. Man: Wow!
That's agreat deal. Woman: And, I'll never have to
cook again!!! Anncr: Get your On The Town Diner's
Review Card today, and start saving every time you
go out to eat. The Dinner Card is just $ 30 and the
Luncheon Card is only $ 15. Each card is good for a
total of 12 separate occasions. Choose from either
Rutland County or Bennington County restaurants.
Enjoy dining at fine area restaurants like Casa
Bianca, The Lilac Inn, Bennington Station, Theodore's
Tavern at Cortina Inn, Sawdi's, Ye Olde Tavern, Your
Belly's Deli and many others. Tag.
Jennifer Peterson, WJEN-FM/WJAN-FM
Rutland, VT

AUTO BODY 81. TOWING

INK
-F

GAS TANK REPAIR

:60 SHOCKEY AUTO BODY & TOWING
(six: people, classical music, etc.) Female: This has
been such afun ball. Male: I'm glad you're having
a good time, Cinderella. Female: When does the
Limbo contest start? Male: Not until midnight.
Female: Oh, no ... that's my curfew! You see, at
midnight, my Camaro turns into a pumpkin. Male:
OK ... whatever. Iguess we'd better leave then. (end
noise and music. bring up crickets and car unsuccessfully trying to start) Female: Oh, no! What's
wrong with this darn car?! Male: Now, don't go into
a tizzy, Cinderella ... We'll just call Dave Shockey
Auto Body and Towing on your car phone. Female:
What's the number? Male: 762-7106. They'll be here
in ajiffy. Dave Shockey Auto Body and Towing is
Triple-A approved and on- call 24 hours a day!
Female: 762-7106. Anncr: It's no fairy tale ... when
your car needs a tow, call Dave Shockey's Auto
Body and Towing at 762-7106.
Jeff Wine, WCHA-AM/WIKZ-FM
Chambersburg, PA

:60 GAS TANK RENU
VC. 1: Hey ... your gas tank's leakin'
Vc. 2: Oh, no
... you know how to fix it? Vc. 1: Sure, (kneeling) but
Igotta find the hole ... gimme amatch! Anncr: Home
repair jobs on automobile gas tanks can be tricky
Vc. 2: Can you see it now? Vc. 1: No! I'm gonna
get closer ... gimme more matches ... Anncr: Gas
Tank Renu uses apatented process to repair leaky
gas tanks on any vehicle, safely and for good ... Vc.
2: Here, take the whole pack ... Vc. (sfx: matches)
Istill can't see anything ... Vc. 2: You want a
flashlight? Vc.
Nah, just throw me alighter ... or
better yet, ablowtorch. Anncr: Gas Tank Renu offers
alifetime warranty. Vc. 1: OK, here it is ... Ineed a
rag to stuff in the hole ... Hurry up, I'm getting dizzy
from the fumes ... Anncr: Bring your vehicle to Gas
Tank Renu, if not for us ... (sfx: blowtorch) ... for
your loved ones ... Gas Tank Renu, on Grove Street,
2 blocks south of Miller, off Moorish, in Swartz
Creek.
Jim Anderson, WFNT-AM/WCRZ-FM/WKMF-FM
Flint, MI
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COOKWARE

HAIR SALON

SUPERMARKET

:30 THE HAPPY COOK
Man: Lighter fluid, charcoal, lighter fluid ... Woman:
It is the belief of all men, dating back to the Stone
Age, that only they know how to properly tend a
barbecue grill. This Father's Day, stop by The Happy
Cook. They have grilling baskets for burgers, chicken
or fish and grilling grids for shrimp, scallops and
veggies. While you're at The Happy Cook, as long
as he's going to act the part, outfit him with
barbecue utensils, apron and fire resistant mitts.
(sfx: whoosh of fire starting) Man: (coughing) It's
under control, honey (cough). Woman: The Happy
Cook — Barracks Road.
Kathy Zaleta, WINA-AM/WQMZ-FM/WKAV-AM
Charlottesville, VA

:30 LAURIE'S MAIN STREET SALON
As great aman as Albert Einstein was, he'll always
be remembered as the guy with the bad haircut.
Now, just think about what abad haircut could do
to your image — and why you shouldn't trust your
appearance to anyone but the professionals at
Laurie's Main Street Salon. Laurie's is afull-service
professional salon for men, women and children.
They understand how important it is for you to look
your best. Call 341-0744, or just drop by ... walk-ins
are always welcome. Laurie's Main Street Salon,
downtown, Stevens Point, where friendly service is
always in style.
Vance Edwards, WSPO-AM/WSPT-FM Stevens
Point, WI

:30 ANGELI' S 24 HOUR FOOD SAVINGS
(sfx: moaning, jazzy sax up 8, under) Gumshoe: She
asked if Iwanted to win cash. Isaid, " Sure, who
doesn't want to win cash ... bread, dough, lettuce,
moola, scratch ...?" Iasked, " How? Rob?" She said,
"Who's Rob?" Iwinced. She told me to go to
Angell's 24- Hour Food Savings and pick up aCash
Card — no purchase necessary. Icould win up to a
thousand dollars. So, Isays, " Say, what's the
catch?" She looked at her watch ... said she had to
go ... split, take off, vamoose — but that Icould get
complete details at the store. And, so can you.
Bottom line? Get over to Angeli's 24- Hour Food
Savings in Marinette and in Menominee, and win.
Greg LeGault, WMAM-AM/WLST-FM Marinette, WI

MOVERS St SHAKERS

Now with T
contact phone
numbers!

*Tim McNamara has been elected president of the Portland ( OR) Area Radio Council for 1995.
He is currently GM of KXL-AM/FM Portland. ( 503) 261-1880
*Kevin Czinger has been named senior VP/corporate operations for BMG Entertainment North America.
(:zinger had been executive director in charge of media transactions for investment bank Goldman Sachs
International. 212-930-4961
*Dan Chambers has been promoted from director of sales to VP and director of sales for D&R Radio/Los
Angeles. 212-916-0524
*Calendar Broadcasting has promoted Lou Mahacek, Dave Cobb, Mark Allegretto and Marcia Millender.
Ma hacek, former WXBM-FM Pace, FL GM to VP of Calendar Broadcasting ;Broadcast veteran Cobb to
WXBM's station manager ;Allegretto, to promotion/production director ;and Millender to public affairs
director/assistant production director. 904-994-5357

bee
Deborah Kane

*Interep has appointed several VPs to McGavren Guild Radio. In Dallas, former senior AEs Francine
Sherman and Nick Cassidy are now VPs of sales. New VP/regional managers include: in Boston, Mary
Anne Kelleher ;in Detroit, Cathy Moran ;in Minneapolis, Kate Miller ;and in Philadelphia, Charles Reilly.
212-916-0524
*Constance Lloyd has been named manager, Radio news operations for CBS News Radio. Lloyd was
previously aCBS news Radio editor. 212-975-3774
*Edward Abets has been named GSM of WRKL-AM Rockalnd County, NY. He had been GM of Jukebox
Radio and WWDJ-AM Hackensack, N.J. 914-592-1071
*Ken Roberts has been named GSM of KYNG-FM/KSSN-FM Dallas. Roberts was formerly GSM for
Citadel Communications' four Radio stations in Salt Lake City. 214-716-7826
*Lynne Wilson and Joel Burke have new positions with Keymarket Communications. Wilson, formerly
GSM of KEAN-AM/FM Abilene, Texas, has been named GSM for WOGY-FM Memphis. Burke, former PD
for KICE-AM/KKMJ-FM Austin, has been named PD for WJCE-AMAXTRVR-FM Memphis. 901-767-0104
*Tom Tucker has been appointed director of marketing for Metro Network's Minneapolis market. Tucker
had been GM for KJJO-AM/FM Minneapolis. 713-621-2800

David Michael
Papandrea

*Eric Nordhoff has been appointed Account Manager for 615 Music Productions. He was most recently
an AF for WHCU-AM/WYXL-FM Ithaca, NY 615-244-6515
*Cindy Loftus has been named AE for Group W Radio Sales/Chicago. Loftus had been an AE for Unistar
Radio Networks. 212-916-0560
*Deborah Kane has been promoted from national vendor director to director of strategic selling at
Filter -Loin 010-667-1226 ext. 213

Douglas Harris

*David Michael Papandrea has been named suburban marketing director for McGavren Guild Radio/New
York. He was previously GM of WLNA-AM/WHLID-FM Hudson Valley, NY. 212-916-0524
*Penny Born and Helen Clune have new positions as marketing consultants for WIIL-FM and WLIP-AM
Kenosha, WI. Born was with WRJN-AM/WHKQ-FM Racine, WI, and Clune was amarketing consultant
with East Coast Radio in Ireland. 414-694-7800
*Douglas Harris has been appointed director of creative services for CRN International. Harris was
previously apartner of Harris & Scott Creative Broadcasting Strategies. 212-682-6565 ext. 220/217
*Michael Shishido has been named midday air personality for KSSK-FM Honolulu. He is also the PD.
808-944-4356

Michael Shishido

Sun Radio Network Makes Programming Weekends Exciting ... and Profitable!

"The Charles DeRose Financial Advisor Show"
• AFinancial Show With Energy And Enthusiasm. Without The Typical Sales Pitch.

• Your Listeners Can Expect Unbiased Advice Delivered With Patience And Insight.
• Charles DeRose Is AFinancial Advisor You Can Trust!
Saturdays: 11 a.m. - 1p.m., ET • Sundays: 11 a.m. - 2p.m., ET
Charles DeRose
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Call (800) 572-9204 for more information and ademo tape.
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You'll See
Your Billing Increase
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from the very first month.
"The selling tool of the '90s"
Strategic Broadcast Selling
15 session VIDEO series
✓

Get your newly hired salespeople selling
professionally and making more sales in just
one week.

%gm

✓

Improve the productivity of your " pros."

✓

Having the course permanently allows for
space repetition learning for dramatic results.

Pam Lontos is atop Buedcast sales trainer. Former VP
of Shamrock, she raised sales 500% in one year.

Here's what you get!
•

Manager's manual

•

15 sales meetings on video

•

Sales tests for each of the

✓

Cut down your turnover.

"Pam's video is best for teaching new and veteran salespeople how to really sell Radio."
—Catherine Moreau, KGMX/KHJJ, Lancaster, CA
"Strategic Broadcast Selling takes Pam's experiences from the past and brings
them into 1990 selling."
—Terrell L. Methany, Jr., KMVI, Wailukku, HI

15 sessions
• Sessions on Sales Circle,
Questioning, Benefit Selling,
Hypnotic Selling, Eliminating
Objections, Trial Closes,
Motivation
• Extensive role-playing to
show your salespeople how
the techniques work

"Pam's video tape series will pay for itself in the first week."
—Jim Livengood, KBUR, Burlington, IA
"Pam is better than ever. The information presented resulted in tens of thousands
of dollars for our station. Pam is the best."
—Rick Jackie, WRMN/WJKL, Elgin, IL
"It's the real world of Radio selling and it works!"
—Allen Lumeyer, KGRT, Las Cruces, NM
"Pam is phenomenal! Watch her tapes and Iknow I'll see you at the top."
—Zig Ziglar

Buy Now and SAVE! • CALL ( 714) 831-8861
Ask About Special 1st Quarter Pricing!
Lontos Sales & Motivation, Inc. • P.O. Box 2874 • Laguna Hills, CA 92654 • (714) 831-8861

PRODUCT NEWS
Kids Stuff. The latest offering from Radio AAHS® is the Radio AAHS Magazine and Music
Service, produced by the
Children's
Broadcasting
Corporation
and Warner
Music Enterprises.
The
package includes afour-color magazine jam-packed
with fun facts, interviews, puzzles, illustrations and more. Plus afull-length CD
with new recordings just for kids. Parents
can check it out too. 800-340-771 I.
Andrews News. Fresh from the factory is
the IsoLretelm, alightweight, stackable
communications equipment shelter
weighing in at
a slim 25,000
pounds. Next
Lip
is
the
IsoCrete'
GRIDPAK®
microwave antenna designed
for the 820-960
MHz band but
also suited for
the 940-960
MHz
band
used for STL
AM and FM
broadcast applications. And
Gridpak®
last but not
least is Catalog 36, a620- page, full-color

catalog with all you need to know relating to systems planning and product
specifications in the electronic communications industry. How could you go

form listeners on money, personal finance and personal success among other
things. How about advising us on getting some of that cash in your hand?

wrong? 708-873-2661

800-829-8111

*Radio construction. New from Vincent
M. Ditingo, former senior editor of Broadcasting and Cable, is 'The Remaking of
Radio." It's acomprehensive book of all
the big changes — regulatory and economic — that have taken place in Radio

Looking for an in-house telemarketing
consulting service, then Alan Fendrich
is your man.
Fendrich's Radio
Profits Corporation provides it
on apercentageof- revenue- generated basis. The
service includes a
computer, software, local
database
of businesses and training for
telemarketing at a90-day no- risk
trial. 800-743-3460

in the last 14 years or so. You'll laugh,
you'll cry. 617-928-2500
Pete's best. The SportsFan Radio Network wants everybody to hear this guy
which is why
they now have
available the
Best Of The Pete
Rose Show, a
weekly twohour wrap-up
of Pete's nightly show. It's
Pete- mania.
212-875-8863

Steve Crowley's
American Scene is
the latest talk show
to grace the airwaves courtesy of
the USA Radio Network on Saturday
Mornings. Described
as "America's premier money advisor
and commentator,"

*Oldies but goodies are what
you're in store for with The Country Company Oldies Show from the
Country Company. The twohour weekly show will be hosted
by New York Radio personality
Steve Warren and will feature Country hits from 1965 to 1985 with
some pre-'65 vintage selections. So
if you want some classic Country
call 800-827-1722.

SEND PHOTOS
of your new products, services and
programs to: Product News, c/o Radio Ink, 224 Datura Street • 7th

Crowley looks to in-

Floor, West Palm Beach, FL 33401.

Come on Up, where the Air is Fresh and Clean

rti•Per
Oith Cowie

positive country
The hot new
niche
format

* CD-Quality Audio by Satellite

* Major Market Air Personalities

Morningstar Radio Network

* LOCALIZED (Digitally Addressable)

Nashville: (615) 367-2210

Circle Reader Service # 135
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These Books Will
MAKE YOU MORE MONEY
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APractical System lor Ilecomtng
aMa%or tree Sales PrOICSSIOne

S
Management

This is one of the finest books ever
written on selling. Seasoned pros and
novice salespeople will benefit from
this book.
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Ken Greenwood developed the first
sales training program in radio and
has fine-tuned asystem fo -today's
selling challenges.

1St

Is se

9P.s
rem

Volume 1:
Management & Sales Management

Volume 2:
Programming & Promotion

Volume 3:
Sales & Marketing

e
.,

This three- book series covers the challenges you'll
face as aradio manager. Whether you're preparing
yourself for afuture position, want to relate more
to your boss, cr looking to improve your management skills, this
series is amust- read.

Broadcasters have been beggdig Greenwood
to write abook for years. Now it's become a
reality. If you're selling radio, NO ONE knows
it better than Ken Greenwood.

1-800-226-7857

YES, send me Ken Greenwood's new book at S39.95 ( plus S5.50 S&H)
J YES, send me the RADIO INK three- book series at S89.95 ( plus S5.50 S&H)
J SEND ME ALL FOUR ) onks for S99.90 ( plus S11.00 S&H)
NO RISK GUARANTEE: I
understand that if I
am not satisfied with any book for
any reason, I
may return it within 30 days.
J

Purchase
Multiple Copies
& Save
BIG DOLLARsi

Name
Company

Title
Address
City

Zip

State

Business Phcne
Payment Ertlosed

Fax
J

Charge My: _PISA JMC _JAMEX (ad #

Signature

Fax in Your Order 1-407-655-6164

Exp. Date
Overseas surface shipping add S10.00 per set. For air service add S32.00 per set
Mail in
Your Order:

STRffIrILIM
RÉSS =
,
-

224 Datura Street • 7th Floor
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
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EVENTS CALENDAR
1995
March 3o-April

tion, Atlantic City, NJ. 609-860-0111
2 —Associated

Press Broad-

casters Spring Board Meeting, Asheville,
NC. 202-736-1100
April 3—AWRT 20th Annual Nat'l Commendation Awards Gala, New York. 703506-3290
April 5—Internat'l Radio & Television Society Foundation Gold Medal Award Dinner, New York. 212-867-6650
April 6— RAB Radio Sales University,
Casper, WY. 800-722-7355
April 6- 9— Classical Music Broadcasting
Association meeting, Washington D.C. 34:m468- 180o
April 7- 10— Broadcast Ed. Assoc. Annual
Convention, Las Vegas. 202-429-5354
April 10- 13— Radio License Renewal Seminar, Louisville, KY. 202-429-5402
April 8- 13— NAB Annual Convention, Las
Vegas. 202-429-5335
April 19- 20— Ohio Association of Broadcasters' Spring Convention, Cleveland, OH.
614-228-4052
April 21-22 —Upper Midwest Communications Conclave PD retreat and TalenTrak,
Minneapolis, MN. 612-927-4487
April 23- 25— North American National
Broadcasters Association Inter- Union Satellite Operations Grp., Barbados. 613-7386553
April 26-29 —NANBA 8th World Conference of Broadcasting Unions, Barbados.
613-738-6553
April 29- May 5— RAB Board of Directors,
New York. 212-387-210o
May 8— The Peabody Awards Banquet,
New York. 706-542-3787
May 9— Internat'l Radio & Television Society Foundation Awards Luncheon, New
York. 212-867-6650
May 16— Radio License Renewal Seminar,
Toledo, OH. 202-775-35n
May 21- 24— Broadcast Cable Financial
Management Assoc./ Broadcast Cable Credit
Assoc. 35th Annual Conference, Las Vegas. 708-296-0200
May 24- 27— Native American Journalists
Association Annual Conference, Bismarck,
ND. 612-874-8833
June 1- 3- 44th National AWRT Convention, Beverly Hills, CA. 703-506-3290
June 1-4— Am. Adv. Federation Nat'l Advertising Conference, Tampa. 202-8980089
June 6- 11— National Association of Hispanic Journalists Annual Convention, El
Paso, TX. 202-662-7145
June 7-10 — PROMAX & BDA Conference &
Expo, Washington, DC. 213-465-3777
June 12- 14— New Jersey, Maryland, DC and
Delaware Broadcaster assoc. joint conven-
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June 14 — Radio Mercury Awards, New York,
NY. 212-387-2156

Radio's Premier Management
& Marketing Magazine

June 22- 24 — Virginia Association of Broadcasters Summer Convention, Virginia
Beach, VA. 804-977-3716
June 22- 25— Nat'l Assoc. of Radio Talk

Editor-In-Chief/Publisher
B. Eric Rhoads, CRMC/CRSM

Show Hosts Talk Radio Convention, Houston. 617-437-9757
July 13- 16— Upper Midwest Communications Conclave 20th anniversary/The Great
Reunion, Minneapolis, MN. 612-927-4487
July 18— Radio License Renewal Seminar,
Chicago. 202-775-3511
July 21-23— North Carolina Assoc. of Broadcasters Annual Convention, Asheville, NC.
919-821-7300
July 27-29-1995 Southwest National Religious Broadcasters Convention, Dallas.
318-783-1560
Aug. 16-20— National Assoc. of Black Journalists Annual Convention, Philadelphia,
PA. 703-648-1270
Aug. 23- 26— Asian American Journalists
Association National Convention, Honolulu, HI. 415-346-2051
Aug. 24- 26— West Va. Broadcasters Assoc.
Annual Convention, White Sulphur Springs,
WV. 304-744 -2143
Sept. 6- 9—Associated Press Broadcasters
Fall Board Meeting, New Orleans, LA. 202736-1100
Sept. 6-9 — SBE Engineering Conference,
New Orleans, LA. 317-253-1640
Sept. 6- 9— NAB Radio Show & World
Media Expo, sponsored by NAB, New
Orleans. 202-429-5335
Sept. 6-9 — RTNDA 50th Internat'l Conference & Exhibition, New Orleans, LA. 202659-6510

Sept. 14- 18— International Broadcasting
Convention Annual Meeting, Location TBA.
44 -71 -240 -3839 in U.K.
Sept. 20-22 — NAB Libel Defense Conference, Tysons Corner, VA. 2o2-775-3527
Oct. 5- 8— Audio Engineering Society Convention, New York, NY. 212-661-8528
Oct. 7-10 —Assoc. of Nat'l Advertisers 86th
Annual Meeting & Business Conference,
Boca Raton, FL. 212-697-5950
Oct. 14- 17 —RAB Board of Directors, Boca
Raton, FL. 212-387-210o

1995 Arbitron Survey Dates
• Winter Jan. 5- March 29

FAX YOUR ORGANIZATION'S EVENTS TO:
Events Calendar,

c/o Shawn

Yvonne Harmon, CRSM
Executive Editor Emeritus/Los Angeles
Dwight Case
Managing Editor
Anne Snook
Editorial Assistant
Shawn Deena
Contributing Writers
Dave Anthony, Ellyn F. Ambrose,
Corinne Baldassano, Rob Balon,
Cliff Berkowitz, Ted Bolton, Rhody Bosley,
Bill Burton, Holland Cooke, Sharon Crain,
John Fellows, Dave Gifford,
Bill Haley, Ray Holbrook, E. Karl,
Bob Keith, Philip J. LeNoble, Pam Lontos,
John Lund, Chris Lytle, Kathryn Maguire,
Val Maki, Mike McDaniel, Rick Ott,
Bob Pedder Jr., Roy Pressman, Mark Ramsey,
Jack M. Rattigan, Walter Sabo, Eric Small,
William P. Suffa, Jack Trout
and Guy Zapoleon
Art Director
Linda DeMastry
Assistant Art Director
Marianne Young
Press Photographer
Bruce " Flash" Cooley
Chief Financial and Operations Officer
John J. Montani
Production/Circulation Manager
Tom Elmo
National Sales Manager
Chuck Renwick
Marketing Consultants
Helen R. Brown
Linda Galiano
Office Manager
loan Benca
Washington, D.C. Counsel
Michael H. Bader
Haley, Bader & Potts
Radio Ink Mission Statement For Readers:
Radio Ink is apositive Radio industry resource designed to
continually educate readers by providing fresh, stimulating and
actionable ideas in marketing, sales and programming along
with refreshers on the basics. Content is loo percent related to
Radio, quick ,.o.read, with a no- bias editorial balance, giving
equal emphasis to all formats, market sizes and geographic
regions. All editorial material is geared toward building the
success of our readers, their stations and the Radio industry overall.
Radio Ink Mission Statement For Advertisers:
Radio Ink provides an upbeat, first-class, pro- Radio environment for advertisers wishing to associate their product with
positivism, productivity and quality. Radio Ink strives to
provide enhanced results and added value by offering strong,
widespread, loyal readership of industry decision- makers. We
make our customers our most important asset by providing
services which focus on their needs.

• Spring March 30-June 21
• Summer June 22- Sept. 13
• Fall Sept. 21- Dec. 13

40 7-6 55 -61 34.

President, Magazine Division

Deena

To Subscribe or for Classified/Resource
Directory Information Call:
1-800-226-7857
407-6 55 -8778
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WE'VE JUST INVESTED IN OUR NUMBER-ONE ASSET.
One of the advantages of being the number-one billing sales rep firm in the radio business is that there's no shortage
of great people who want to work for us. And, over the years, that's enabled us to cultivate and acquire the best sales
managers around. Of course, alot of companies would be glad to be in our situation. But the problem with resting on
your laurels is you're doing just that— resting. And in this business, resting can have dire consequences. That's why the
Katz Radio Group is putting its managers through the most comprehensive management training program available —
an ongoing customized curriculum taught by the Impact Planning Group, acollection of some of the brightest management
professors and former CEOs around. Sure, multi-year training is abig commitment. But so is remaining the best sales
rep. The Katz Radio Group— Banner Radio, Christal Radio, Eastman Radio, Katz Radio arid Katz Hispanic Media.

Li 4V
Katz Radio Group. The performance you expect from the world's best radio rep firms.
Circle Reader Service # 237

AUD
IS :A
EAR
&sane food for thought: 40% of radio listeners
ttheir news from News/Talk stations —
% tarn to music stations for their news.*
provides
latest news

?works information, your station
listeners with asteady diet of the
anther, traffic and information.

That's somethi
your TSL - without t

on if you wish to increase
Lite out of your budget.
994
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GRAPEVINE

Radio Ink bids a
fond farewell to Laurie

Gettilg along. Making contact

Peters,

with Congress were members

One's entertainment

Westwood

director of public rela-

of the Radio Broadcasters of
Chicégoland when they met

tions and advertising,

with : ongressman Henry Hyde

who has resigned from

(whre-haired chap) recently.

her position. She lent

The gang got together to dis-

a helpful hand to the
magazine during her time at Westwood and we

cuss pending legislation, main-

wish her well in her future endeavors. Peters tells

tain : ommunication and sit at

us she's not straying too far from the Radio

a really big table in suits.>

industry, however, as she'll be doing free-lance
work and will, therefore, continue to be in touch.
SENO PHOTOS OF YOUR ORGANIZATIONS MAJOR EVENTS TO: GRAPEVINE
c/c Shaw r Deena, 224 Datura Street • 7th Floor, West Palm Beach, FL 33401

Collective Soul. WRGX-FM Hawthorne, NY,
recentlt was the Rock pit stop for Alternative
band Collective Soul. As you can see the band
put on their best grunge for their visit. L- r:
Atlantic s Mark Fischer, Collective Soul's Ross
Childres, RGX's Reno, Collective Soul's Ed Roland
and RG)( PD Steve Blatter.
icake party. WGY-AM Albany, NY's Don

Pe

Weeks and members of his morning show gave
out free pancakes

To

FIND SOLUTIONS IN SPACE,

YOU HAVE TO HAVE BOTH FEET ON
THE GROUND.
For one-way data broadcast
and digital audio satellite solutions,
look to International Datacasting.

to corm-uters and
passer5-by (with
help

cf course

from ar
tional

(prom the day it's installed, asatellite radio network under-

Interna-

goes constant change. So you need acompany with the

louse Of

people and products in place to keep you one step ahead.

Pancakes Chef) in

That company is International Datacasting.

honor of, get this,

We've installed turn-key SCPC digital audio satellite

National Pancake
Week ( Feb.
March

4).

systems for major clients all over the world; Australian

26-

Broadcasting Corporation, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

Says

Weeks, " We hope to promote world peace through

and United Press International, to name afew. International

pancakes." L- r: WGY's John Emery, producer;

Datacasting systems are fully addressable using unique

Don Weeks; Weeks' man on the street, Rick

network management software. Our systems are designed

McDan el; and IHOP chef Mike Smith.

for maximum flexibility, ideal for the growing network.

V Yung and restless ... Justin Riley has done
one thing most 13- year- olds in Yakima, WA,
haven't done — he's had his own Radio show. As
the story goes, he
just hung around

And from the lab to the field, our staff consistently provides
the most innovative solutions in the industry.
So give us acall, or drop in and see us at NAB '95
Booth 4122/4123. We just might have the solution you've
been looking for.

KFFM-FM becoming
more and more involved until they decided to give him a
show for a day. If

INTERNATIONAL
DATACASTI NC;
Corporate Headquarters: 2680 Queensview Orne, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2B 8H6 Tèl.: (613) 596 4120 Fax: (613) 596 4863
US Sake 3850 Holcomb Bridge Road, Suite 420, Norcross, Georgia, USA 30092 Tél.: (404)446 9684 Fax: (404) 448 6396

only adults could
get away with that.
Circle Reader Service # 139
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CLASSIFIEDS

1-800-226-7857

▪ HELP WANTED AIR PERSONALITY

• HELP WANTED REGIONAL SALES

• SITUATION WANTED MANAGEMENT

MANAGER
Wanted — Morning Announcer. Top 40 FM
Station. Must have at least 3years experience,
computer literate, with people management
skills. Must interface strongly with public for
station image. On-Air and production skills a
must. No calls, please. Rush tapes, resume and
programming philosophy statement to: P.O.
Box 8346 or 974 Springlake Road, Wichita
Falls, TX 76305. Females and minorities are
encouraged.

WOW Radio has immediate opening for Regional Sales Manager. Position offers stability
with well- established company, desirable working conditions and attractive compensation
package, including employee stock ownership.
Five years radio and advertising agency sales
experience required. Send resume with letter
explaining why you should be considered to Bill
Calvert, WOW-AM/FM, 5030 N. 72nd St., Omaha,
NE, 68134. EOE.

• HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

Local Sales Manager — Selling Small Market?
Looking for management position? Growing
Shamrock Communications is looking for an
aggressive, goal driven individual to manage
WTZR in N.E. PA. We promote from within. Be
part of a winning duopoly, with salary, override, benefits and bonuses. Must carry alist and
manage. New salespeople also needed. Rush
letter and resume now! Fax 717-346-6038 or
mail to Shane Reeve, GSM, 149 Penn Ave.,
Scranton, PA. 18503 EOE

AccuRatings
Join our expansion
AccuRatings is expanding across
America. Right now, we're searching for account managers to assist
our efforts nationally, especially in
the South and East regions. Hardworking, self- motivated, professionin sales/programming. A strong client focus, presentation skills, and
quired for this fast- paced position.
Excellent opportunity with exciting
travel and exceptional income potential.

Rush

Eldredge,

resume

to:

Tripp

Director of Sales and

Marketing, AccuRatings, 180 North
Wabash, Chicago, 6o6oi. Or fax to
(312) 726-8383.

• HELP WANTED NEWS DIRECTOR
News Director — Experienced, charismatic coach
and manager to lead our team of six- plus
staffers into the 21st century on this Top loo,
Mid-Atlantic market leading News/Talk AM.
EOE. Tape, Resume to Operations Mgr. Reply
to Blind Box 224 c/o Radio Ink.

AND PRODUCTION
Programming, Production, On-Air, Sports since
1985. Degree, Computer literate. 205-758-6172.

AM Stations Wanted. We are interested in your
dark or unprofitable small or medium market
station. Mr. Ford 310-423-3899.

Classified Ad Rates
All orders and correspondence pertaining
to this section should be sent to: RADIO
INK, 224 Datura Street • 7th Floor, West
Palm Beach, FL 33401
Call (407) 655 -8778 or fax to (407) 655-6164. All
ads must be prepaid and if not paid by deadline
may be subject to cancellation. Checks,
MasterCard®, Visa® and American Express® cards
accepted. Direct mail for faxes to Linda Galiano.

als with 3or more years experience

an entrepreneurial spirit are reLSM: Dame Media, Inc., one of the East's fastest
growing broadcast companies, has immediate
opening for Local Sales Managers/Sr. Acct. Execs. in Albany, NY, at legendary WGY, 50,000
watt clear channel News/Talk powerhouse. Must
have broadcast sales experience. News/Talk
background a plus. Please send resume to:
Michael Whalen, General Manager, WGY/WRVE,
Washington Square, Albany, NY 12205. EDE.

MI SITUATION WANTED PROGRAMMING

• STATIONS WANTED

• HELP WANTED SALES
A Midwestern broadcast company is seeking a
General Manager to direct the day-to-day operations of three stations, two FMs and one AM.
The successful candidate will have previous
radio station management experience and the
ability to work in ateam environment. Please
send resume and salary requirements to Blind
Box 322 c/o Radio Ink.

Looking for a top General Manager? Have
increased sales 34% running 3radio stations in
the 90th market. Write to: Blind Box # 214 c/o
Radio Ink.

Help Wanted: Radio sales rep needed to handle
choice list for top- rated stations in Hot Springs,
Arkansas. Radio sales experience helpful but
not necessary. 3oK+ with benefits possible first
year. Call " Sales Mgr." 1-80o-442-0097. E.O.E.

Rates: Classified Listings (
non- display). Per issue
$1.50 per word. Situations wanted: first no words
are free, additional words: $ 1.50 per word. Blind
Box: $ 15 per issue. Word Count: Symbols such as
GM, GSM, AE, etc., count as one word each. Each
abbreviation, single figure, group of figures, letters and initials count as one word. We also count
the phone number with area code and the zip code
as one word. Rates: Classified Display (
minimum
oinch, upward in half- inch increments): $ 130 per
inch. Blind Box Numbers: The identities of RADIO
INK Blind Box holders are never revealed. When
responding to ablind box, mail your reply to the
box number do RADIO INK, 224 Datura Street •
7th Floor, West Palm Beach, FL 33401. If you do
not want your reply to reach acertain company,
simply indicate the company on the outside of
your envelope. If the company named on your
envelope corresponds with the box holder, your
reply will be discarded.
CATEGORIES:
SITUATION WANTED

▪ SITUATION WANTED MANAGEMENT

• SITUATION WANTED PERSONALITY TALENT
• SITUATION WANTED NEWS
• SITUATION WANTED PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION

• HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING
WAY-FM/West Palm Beach, FL is looking for a
street- smart PD who's computer literate with
people management skills. On- air and production skills a must. No calls please. Rush tape,
resume and programming philosophy statement to: Dusty Rhodes, Station Manager, WAYFM, 7289 Garden Road, Suite 108, West Palm
Beach, FL 33404. EOE

Qualified, experienced, successful radio sales
manager seeking new career opportunity. Posting 5o%+ revenue increases! Major or medium
market. Good leader. Good trainer. Minority
candidate. Call 1-80o-841-5168.

• HELP WANTED
• HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT
• HELP WANTED SALES
• HELP WANTED ON- AIR
• HELP WANTED TECHNICAL
• HELP WANTED NEWS
• HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION
• MISCELLANEOUS RELATED INDUSTRIES

Top GM looking for quality owner — Please only
nice people apply! I bring great experience,
excellent management 8. sales skills, including
duopoly experience. Call Ken Patch 803-588-9737.

• HELP WANTED BROADCAST SCHOOLS AND SEMINARS
• EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
• WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT
• FOR SALE EQUIPMENT
• STATIONS FOR SALE

Replies to Blind Box numbers should be addressed to: Blind Box (RI c/o Radio Ink, 224 Datura Street • 7th Floor, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
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YELLOW INK PAGES'
CO LLECTION CONSULTANTS

INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS

MARKETING AND PROMOTION

Szabc Associates, Inc.
404 -266 -2464
Media Collection Professionals Local, National
and ' nternational Receivables No other offers

Talk Radio '
95. June 22 25, 1995. Sponsored

The Radio Marketing Dept., Inc.201-993-8717
Direct Mail, Telemarketing and Database Ser-

you so many value-added services.

Tel:

COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE
Jefferson- Pilot Data Services, Inc.9o1-762-8000
Offers computer software products for single/

by the National Association of Radio Talk Show
Hosts. For more information and membership:
617-437-9757;

MANAGEMENT/SALE SCO NSULTANTS
Dave

Gifford

International... 505-989-7007

combo/network radio to handle sales, traffic,
accounting and more. Contact Susan Harris for

Sates turnarounds and troubleshooting. In station and group owner sales training. Sales
management & advertiser seminars. New ac-

more information.

count sales and client development. Takeover
coansei to first station owners.

COPYWRITING

MARKETING AND PROM OTION

usable : 60s that sell, every month.
(Or try us out—send $29
s2,
of 10 great :60s.)

aday!

Hire acoli \3

•

I
he game I.N.I.T.I.A.L. Response ® Radio
•
▪ tests who you know based on their initials.
•
•Television personality with the initials L.1.
•
Author with the initials R.L.
•
e

CASH CUBE

Today's news ... history ... the music or
entertainment industry ... you decide.
For more information call:

\,Net

"Money Machine"

.,,z,ce

e

.
Listener's On- Air
:Participation 6uilds Loyalty!

Answers come from limitless categories ..

SUBSCRIBE NOW—get 26 crisp,

for your sample pack

vice. Serving the Broadcast Industry since 1981.

Fax: 617 -437 -0797.

Gives your station instant impact ...
41
e
1816
:60s

1-800-766-9880

Create excitement

To Go

with cash

1001 GREEN BAY ROAD

2004 N. 12th Street, Suite 7

or coupon

VIIPINCYKA,11-1-1140111 60093
700.926.0561

Grand Junction, CO 81501

promotions

Circle Reader Service #171

Call Toll Free

Right Brain Visions
800-646 -3339
CUSTOM COMMERCIALS. No " fill- in- the- blanks."
Try tright now...FREE!

CURRY GAMES, INC.

Circle Reader Service # 174

800-747-1144
Circle Reader Service # 172

FINANCIAL/BROKERS
Financial solutions! Accounting and tax services ... single station or group ... Fixed monthly
fee ... Also bank financing and refinancing
plans, purchase investigation analysis and sales
presentation packages at per diem rates. References from industry leaders. McEntee & Asso-

Creative Media Management, Inc.813-536-9450
Direct mail and telemarketing for radio...business
mailers, personalized letters, post cards, sweepstakes and database creation/management.
PAINTER CAPS — T-SHIRTS — BANDANNAS.

ciates P.A. 407-64o-3585 ask for Bill.

Inexpensive Premiums That Work! English,
Ethnic. Rock, EZ, Classical. We'll help you

Gary Stevens & Co.
203-966-6465
America's leading independent radio broker.

with the art. Valuwear, Monroe NC 80o277-0031. Gorgeous screening.

Fax 203-966-6522

RD Majestic—
Aluminum frame is

25%

lighter and 40% stronger
than the Originals.

Media Services Group, Inc..... 904-285-3239
Brokerage, Valuations, Financial Services, Asset

10' x 10 or 10' x20' includes

aheavy duty carry bag.

Management, and Due Diligence. George R. Reed.

1•800•432•4435

Satterfield & Perry, Inc.
303-239-6670
Media Brokers, Consultants and FDIC Approved

Circle Reader Service # 175

Appraisers — nationwide. Fax: 303-231-9562.
If you've been
looking for a
proven concept
that can create
aunique draw in
your market - then ...

Al Perry
SBA Financing
Refinancing and

904-285-3239
acquisition funding. Call

George R. Reed at Media Services Group, Inc.

ID S, SWEEPERS,LINERS

lee4

No Fffleenn

MEDIA ASSOCIATES VOICEOVERS
1-800-669-9278
All formats.

Danny Jensen, 3oyr Voice Pro

Announcer.
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LISTING AD RATES
13 Issues
Listing ( Name & Phone)

$195

Additional per extra line

65

25 Issues
$300
100

BOX AD RATES
ADSIZES
13 Issues
25 Issues
1

11

1-1/2"
2,,
2-1/2"
3"
3-1/2"
4"

$ 975
1,433
1,872
2,291
2,691
3,071
3,43 2

$ 1,75 0
2,572
3,360
4,112
4,830
5,512
6,160
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YELLOW INK PAGES'
PRODUCTION

NATIONAL REP FIRMS

PROGRAMMING

RADIO
POTATO"'
uS
WEEPERS

PRODUCTION MUSIC
u NEWS/T
ALK PACKAGES
LI

FOR A FREE DEMO. CALL

INFLADABLE IMAGES ...

800-GOT-NUPIS

Attract attention to your station events
with acustomized giant inflatable.
Perfect for your next BIG promotion!
Blow up your masco: or create your
own shape and event.

(800-468-6874)

Circle Reader Service # 178

PROGRAMMING

GIVE CLIENTS A
REASON TO ADVERTISE

INFLADABLE IMAGE INDUSTRIES
Nationwide Parkway- Brunswick, Ohio 44212

Short programs, jingle/spot
packages ... for Easter, Christmas,
Valentine's Day, National Music Month,
Sherlock Holmes' Day ... and more!

Circle Reader Service # 176

DRAW CROWDS TO YOUR REMOTES
with the JACKPOT MACHINE

Call

ARCA
(501) 224-1111
ask for Cindy or Dick

PROMOTIOHS 702/248-6373
Circle Reader Service # 177

NATIONAL REP FIRMS

Circle Reader Service # 179
Broadcast Programming

1-800-426-9082

or

206-728-2741

Radio Music formats on CDs and tape. The local
alternative to satellite programming.

CRAZY FOR BROADWAY!
A UNIQUE ONE- HOUR PROGRAM OF
THE BEST OF BROADWAY SHOW MUSIC
WITH TALK, ANECDOTES & INTERVIEWS
Music by these great composers:
RICHARD RODGERS, COLE PORTER, IRVING BERLIN
JEROME KERN, GEORGE GERSHWIN,
STEPHEN SONDHEINI, JULE STYNE_and many more
For more info or a free demo, call
KAINEAR INTERNATIONAL

914-472-9808

THE I
NTEREPARADIO S
TORE
Selling Today...innoraiing for Tomorrow

1 - 800-INTE RE P
RADIO
INK 60

• • •

gr

,79 7ouciioiriass
ATouch of Romance ...
ATouch of Jazz

TA 7ouci; Of CÍCISS

The New Rich

Sounding

Adult Format

For aFREE demo call

401-461-6767

(216) 273-3200 ex`, 137
Fax: 216-273-3212

This Las Vegas style one-armed bandit
distributes custom printed ''coupons,"
"incentive offers" or "prizes."
WIN NEW BUSINESSII
• Riverboat Casinos
• Indian Gaming Facilities
• Shopping Malls
• Car Dealers
Call today for information on how you can
start winning new business
with the Jackpot Machine

You're the third best
A.C. in the market ...
It's Time For

•

Contact: Lenny Freed

2773

Congratulations.

Circle Reader Service # 180

Sell your products
or service in Radio Ink!

Identity Programming
Also from Identity ... AC JAZZ!
Circle Reader Service # 181

Now Sunday Morning
Doesn't Have to Sound
Boring!!

)0

r

-.41111
el
au
njorr«

Sounds great!

Brings new sponsorship
money to your station!
A Contemporary
Christian Music alternative
to Public Affairs Programming!
Call: 901-797-8520 for
Information and Demo.
Ask for Rick!
Circle Reader Service # 182

PROGRAMMING CONSULTANTS
Common sense for country radio.
Formatics = Strategy = Promotions =
Success
First consultation is free!
RJL Communications...605-343-4416
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PROGRAMMING CONSULTANTS

SERVICES

IS SPANISH RADIO FOR YOU?...

FREE NEWSLETTER

We can help! Call TOP SOUND
S ) anish Consultants (818) 8/41-0078
Ricardo Salazar
MOR Media's Steve Warren gets exciting results, 35+ with HOT MOR! The Great Entertainer
format swings. 800-827-1722.

RESEARCH
Stadlen Radio Associates, Inc. 319-365-0410
Specia izing in AC and Lite AC programming
...top too markets, limited client base;
individualized

service

and

T
HE BUSINESS OF BROADCASTING
IS FAXED MONTHLY, FREE-OF-CHARGE.
I
NFORMATIVE, TIMELY ARTICLES ON
RESEARCH, PROGRAMMING, SALES,
RADIO TRENDS AND MORE.
WRITTEN BY RADIO PROFESSIONALS.
F
AX ( 719) 579-6664 OR
CALL ( 800) 429-4640
=OR ASAMPLE ISSUE.
NoOBLIGATION!

highly

Circle Reader Service # 186

attention.

Fax 319-365-0567

SPEAKER/TRAINING

SALES CONSULTANTS

Give your salespeople the tools they
need to fight out in the street.

Bill Burton
313-6 43 -7455
Radio's most enthusiastic speaker/motivator.
Outstanding sound and slide presentations on
Radio. Fax 313-649-3180

•Negotiation Fundamentals
•Negotiating People

Jim Doyle

•Negotiation Tactics

Jim Doyle's UPGRADE STRATEGY shows sales-

813-378-4898

people how to dramatically increase the spend-

'Negotiation Strategies

ing of already large accounts. It's high impact,

Stan Forrer can help them — call 918-488-1914

innovative training for stations, management
meetings, and associations.

Circle Reader Service # 183

TRANSMITTING TUBES

SATELLITE SERVICE
PROGRAM DELIVERY
YOU CAN

eg%

COUNT ON...
To receive

Ra

rye

media kit and
details on special
introductory rates
CALL TimeRite, Inc.
1-800-777-1127
Circle Reader Service # 184

SERVICES
Remote Equipment Rentals
410-252-8351
Hear 50-8000 Hz audio response from your next
remote for much less than costly TELCO loops
by renting GENTNER EFT- 3000 or COMREX
3XP/3XR
Skywatch Weather Center
80o-759-9282
Rain or shine, here's acustom- formatted, personalized and localized weather forecasting system
your audience will stay tuned for every day.
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WANTED:
Old AM
Transmitting Tubes
They don't have to
work, they just have
to look unique. The
funkier the better!

Call Radio Ink
1-800-226-7857

\\/V
Yellow
Pages
for

BIG
RESULTS!!!
"I probably get 15 to
20 qualified leads after
each ad runs! That's
great for our business."
Lenny Freed
National Sales
Infladable Image

CALL
Linda
Galion
407.655.8778
ext. 204

Circle Reader Service # 185
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BLAST FROM THE PAST'

[

ad

Mad
e
Hatters
Picture
if
you will ...

two men gone loopy
performing a bizarre

Mage act. Actually it's
Anchorage,
AK, station manager
Bud

Foster ( sans

Meeves) in the early
'405 with a Pancho
Villa-esque pal at a
remote doing a bit
from the short-lived
Radio

show

Los

Hombres Locos con
Sombreros..

SEND US YOUR OLDIES!
We're looking for old photos! (They will be returned.) Send them to: ' BLAST," c/o Shawn Deena, 224 Datura Street • 7th Floor, West Palm Beach,
FL 33401. Put your name and address on the back of each photo with " please return." Include adescription of the photo and any people pictured.

Natio al Mo fling Syndicated Talent

ADVERTISER
INDEX
ABC Radio Networks
Broadcast Direct Marketing

33
28

Computer Concepts Corporation

19

Creative Media Management Inc.

47

Denon Electronics

Good Day, USA
with

Doug Stephan
Dallas, Boston, Tampa, Cleveland,
Palm Beach, Albany, Portland, Tucson,
Wichita, Jacksonville, St. Louis,
Columbus and over 100 others.

NO COST NO HASSLE
Satcom C-5, Galaxy 6 & Spacenet 3
Listen Line: ( 800) 298-8255 • ( 508) 877-8700
Affiliate Line: (617) 937-9390
Circle Reader Service # 140

"Good Day, USA airs
Monday- Friday,
5-9am. Owned by host
Doug Stephan, the
show is topical, fun
and caller-driven.
Daily features include
Live Line with co- host
Mary Beal and the
Washington Reality
(heck with co- host
Ellen Ratner. Good
Day, USA can be
partially or totally
aired."
-Reprinted from Rodio Ink.

7
35

CBSI
Cellcast Inc.

Doug Stephan

3

Broadcast Programming Inc

5

Directions in Radio

27

Eventide Inc.

17

Hanevan Financial Services

10

Harris Allied

63

IDC Communications Inc

57

lnterep/The Radio Store

15

International E- Z Up

24

Katz Radio Group
Lontos Sales & Motivation

55
51

Lund Consultants

14

Marketing/Research Partners Inc.
Media Venture Partners

13

Metro Networks

56

Morningstar Radio Network Inc

52

NPR Satellite Services

41

Prime Sports Radio

21

Radio One

64

Roger Dawson Productions

25

Roland Corporation U.S.
SW Networks
Scott Studios Corp.

8
43, 44, 45
48

Smarts Broadcast Systems

29

Stephan Productions

62

Sun Radio Network

50

Szabo Associates Inc.

12

Tapscan

23

TM Century

2

TransAmerica Telemarketing

42

Ward- Beck Systems

48

Western Motivational Incentives Group

25

A Hot Little
Number
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First Performance
in Las Vegas
Booth 3615
HARRIS
A LLIED

0 1995 Harris Corp.
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OE COOL SUP

Hi SYSTEM

ONE SIZZLING PROFIT!

HEW MATH FOR HEW RADIO.
Only Radio One offers satellite-delivered programming

this with support services that allow you to concentrate on

with aunique plus: localization. Your news, traffic, weather

sales and sales alone. Production, traffic, invoicing, accounts

and event information are updated at every local break by

receivable, sales reports... you choose - and pay for - only the

our national-caliber talent. Add to this your choice of the

services you need.

two fastest-growing formats around — hot new country or
adult alternative rock.
And only Radio One combines

Call us and we'll send you acomplete information kit along

RADIO•ONE

Circle Reader Service # 142

with ademo tape, so you can hear Radio
One sizzle for yourself. 303 949-0909.

